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A COURSE III ALTERNATING CURRENTS
FOR SENIOR STUDENTS
I
INTRODUCTION
In the teaching of Alternating Current Theory to senior
students it is necessary to apply the fundamental principles,
which trie student has been taught, to calculations of electrical
mach ines.
In the majority of text hooks, which are at all adapted
to senior students, the tendency is to cover a large number of
machines and to give only a small amount of theory pertaining to
each machine.
It is the purpose of this thesis to present a course
suitable for senior Electrical Engineering students, which will
treat fully the theory of a few pieces of electrical apparatus.
In this course the theory is gradually given to the
student by a series of problems and lectures and may be divided
into the following general classifications.
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II
CIRCUITS
Practically all electrical machines may "be studied
and understood if we can obtain their electrical constants and
apply them to an equivalent electrical or magnetic circuit.
It therefore follows from the ahove statement that the
electrical engineer should become familiar with the solution of
complex circuits.
The first few problems are given in order to review
the work which the student has had during the previous year and
to prepare him for the more difficult circuits which are to
follow.
Given EQ = 100, rx = 3, 3^ = 4 , r2 = 6,
x2 = 8.
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% rl J xl
. = .E (Si - J V = S Yi
r
x
2 - x
x2 rx
2 + x
x
2
01 1
-
1
VThere g-^ - J b-^ is expressed as follows,
rl zl
g = and "b =
1 r 2 + x 2 1 r 2 4 x 2
^0 ^0
For inductive reactance and resistance in series
Z = r r J x,
and for a circuit of capacity reactance and resistance in series
2 = r * J x,
or for the general expression we may use only the form,
Z = r + J x,
an^ for inductive reactance this is correct "but for capacity
reactance we will have to write,
Z = r - J ( -x ) .
hence we may always write
Z = r - J x,
using the + sign with inductive reactance and the - sign with
capacity reactance,
"ow let us investigate T.
Y _ i = cr - j b
* Z
'
and for inductive reactance we have
11 r - J x r
'
—
2j
~~
r tlx -t. ^2" j»2" j. -^2 p2 ~2"

and if
r TT
and b =
we have Y = g - J "b
•
for inductive reactance.
Again
,
1 1
Tr
_
_
• 2 r - Jx
•
for capacity circuits
-
1 r * Jx r Jx
r - Jx +
~ J2 If ^2 _2
again letting
r
"S 2
r + x
X
= g and -g g = b
r + x
we have Y = g - Jb for capacity,
•
How for the general expression always write,
JS
•
B
r Jx
If x is inductively reactive the expression is correct as above;
if capacity, x must he preceeded "by the - sign.
Again
Y = g + Jb.
If the circuit contains inductance then b must be preceeded by
the - sign and if the circuit contains capacity the expression
is correct as indicated above
.
Problem solution.
.1 ri * Jxi
V rl~ Jxl>
r
i xi
(g1 - JT^]
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o o o 2 2
I = « = ^ = -^--5 £ a E {? + Jb )
r2
- J(-x2 ) r2 - JXg r 2 * X£2
r 2 + x 2 9 + 16 25 2 r 2 ^ x 2 55 -64 10011 2 2
w
. ...5... . „ i_ bg . . 3.... . -6... .
rl2
"K xl
2 9+16 25 r2 X22 26 4 64 100
I_ = E„ (gn - JK ) - sign indicates lagging current.
.1 o ^l 1 °
I. = 100 (-- - J --) and I., = 100 /(^-) 2 + (--) = 20 amp.
• 1 25 25 1 J 25 25
L « l (g„ * JtO + Sign indicates leading current.
.2 o 2 2 °
I = 100 {-%- + J -§-) and IP = 100 /(---) 2 - (---) 2 = 10 amp.
.2 100 100 2 J 100 100
18
5 1 °2 100
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ma indicates that the total current is lagging the e.m.f. EQ ,
i = i°°/'ioo) 2 - ilo'
2
-
8ien here
only indicates the direction the real value of I Q .
i
o
= loo /^ioo )2 ( ioo )2 - 19,5 am?eres -
The power factor etc. rill he solved for later.
Prohlem la.
Given the circuit as indicated in Fig. 3, draw the
vector diagram for same, using e as a. reference vector and assume
an inductive load.
X/ r x r
I
Zoo
Fi£r. 3.
Solution of prohlem la

Problem fZ .
Given a circuit as indicated, in Fig. 5.
(a) Find the current flowing in the circuit, the power
consumed, and power factor.
(b) Calculate at what frequency the maximum current will
flow,
fc) When maximum current is flowing calculate the voltage
across each part of the circuit.
(&) Calculate the maximum energy stored in the condenser
at resonance.
(e) Calculate the maximum energy stored in the inductance
at resonp.nce.
r=<5 l_= 002h \C=/Orr?.f
6O
Solution of Problem #2.
E
9 r + j (xL ~ xc }
I =
r2 + (2nfL -
2nfc
= 2fifL = 2 x 3.14 x 60 x .002 = .754
x = JL_ = 1 = 2G5.5
2nfc 2 x 3.14 x 60 x .00001
S = 220 2 or-r =25
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fSnfl I-)
2
= (- 234.745 )
2
= 70,000
2nfc
=y 25 ~ 70,000 = E65.
Prom the above it is evident that both r and 2nfl or x might have
"been neglected without introducing any apparent error.
I = - = --- s= .851 am-oeres flowing in the circuit.
Z 255
P 2Power consumed = I^R = .831 x 5 = 3.45 watts.
w 3 45
Power factor = cos = = = .01876
E I 220 x .831
The maximum current will flow when the frequency is such that
1 1 / 12nfL = ---- or f = -- / --
snfo 2n J Lc
f2 __i
l
4n2Lc 4 X 3.14 I 3.14 x .002 x .00001
f
2
. „_„!_
.0000007888
1,258,000f2 .
f = 1125 cycles "ner second.
At this frequency x^ = 2n 1125 x .002 = 14.14 ohms and
1 1
-x = = = 14. 14 ohms
.
c 2nfc 2n x 1125 x .00001
If JL_ = 2nfL then' 1*1
2nfc r
220
or cun-ent = = 44 amperes.
5
Voltage across the resistance = Ir = 44 x 5 = 220

Voltage across the reactance = IX, = 44 x 14.14 = 622
Ju
Voltage across the capacity = IX = 44 x 14.14 = -622
Maximum energy stored in the condenser at the above frequency is
\ — C B =^-g X .00001 x 622 =2.73 watt seconds
.
and the maximum energy stored in the inductance is
/~2~ 2 pT
__2
E
n =^ LI =^-~ x .002 x 44 = 1.37 watt seconds.
Problem #3.
Prove that x = 2nfL
Where x = reactance in ohms
f m frequency in cycles per second
L = the inductance in henrya
Assume that the current follows a sine wave.
Proof:
i « I sin cot
di
if there is no resistance in the circuit e impressed = e induced
and
,
_
di di
9 = L dt dt = 01 003 wt
e = L co I cos cot hut e = ix and E(max) = I X
9 « B (max) when cos cot = 1 or B m £ co I
2 = x = L 03 = 2nfL
Problem #4.
Prove that the current in an inductive circuit lags
behind the impressed e. m. f.

Proof:
e =
_ di
ir + L —
at
Again,
i = I sin cot
-i a a I co3 cot es co I sin (cot + 90)dt
di
e = L j£ = I o) I oos cot and for constant f, L, and I
i = K sin cot and
e = Xn oos cot
e = K- sin (cot + 90) and hence it is evident from the
Fie.
equation and also from Fig. 5, that values of i are 90 behind
the corresponding values of e or as is usually stated the current
lags the e. m. f. by 90 time degrees.
Problem #5.
Prove that with canacitv in the circuit the current is
-A CS
leading by 90 time degrees.
Let us assume that the charge on the condenser will vary
harmonically then,
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a = Q 3in o)t.
g
How q = c e or e = -
c
But i as tt as 0) Q cos cot x co Q sin (cot + 90 )
at
Therefore it is again seen that e and i are 90° out of
phase and that i is leading, this is true since e must he the
TOltage across the terminals of the condenser at all times to
hold the charge a..
Problem #6.
n f
in the reactance
Prove that E = 1/2 1 i where = the energy stored
e=ir*L-j= voltage at any instant,
dt
let i = the current at any instant.
diKei = i2 r - L
1 |§- = input to circuit at any instant.
! Eul tiplying "by dt
,
ei dt = i" r dt - L i di = input to the circuit at any
instant
.
,t 1
H
ei dt = total input to trie circuit
t
- t +>ul • r°l
i2 r dt * L i di
ei dt = watt seconds total input
't
o
i° r dt = watt seconds = energy dissipated
°o

-lo-
in the resistance.
Li di = 1 t -
2
2
1
,t-
J t.
= energy stored in the inductance
in watt seconds or joules.
Or the energy stored when i = i will be
1 2
2 Li watt seconds.
By the same method the energy stored in a condenser may he found
to he
3 = lie
n '
° C E,2
Prohlem #7.
Given E » 100
£ <
±x3X
%. = 2 * J4
. -L
Z =3-14
.2
Fir.
5s 5 * jf-5)
Draw complete vector diagram to approximateFind S and I .
o
scale
.
Problem #8.
Prove that X~ = -- . Specify the conditions, if any,
2nic
that are necessary for this relation to be true.
Problem #9.
A sine wave of B. M. F. is impressed upon a resistance,
a simple inductance and a simple capacity in parallel.' By means
of waves and a table show how the several currents combine to
make the total current. Also draw the vector diagram.. Assume,
iR = iL = 2 ie
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Solution of Problem #7.
Solution of Problem
Assume that a harmonic 35 . M. F. is applied to the ter-
minals of a condenser.

That is e = E sin cot
q = c e. But i m .1 dt
dq _ de _
,Hence 1 = = C -- = c gj E cos cot
dt dt
-^maxLov = c co B or E =max ma:£ coc
But
^ax ~ ^ftY
-'-inax
TIence
max c coc
XL • «— — Based on a sine vTave of E« Iff, F. and current.
coc 2nfc
For solution of Problem .,'-9 , see Table I and Curve
Sheet ..'1, pa.^e 20 , In this Table,
e = 3 sin 9 = trie impressed voltage*
i-o = I sin Q = the current in the resistance circuit,
rt r
= 1^ sin (Q - 90 ) = the current in the inductive circuit.
i =1 sin (0 + 90°) = the current in the capacity circuit,
c c
t m 1-n + iT + i = the total current in the line.d h
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TABLE I
e
•
i
U 1 AA—l.UU r- A,5U rz A- • 5U
1J o a r> cr • 17o - »y 84 a ao — . oiy
o a / 1 T
.411 >XA O - • y <?y •4oy TOD
30 e aa• oOO .50 /* •4oo A C 17• (Jo /
/ a r> r>A
.7 70 ''AD 17 c c- . 7ob CJ D <Z• 383 .^5y
50 o A• 9 ,0 • 7o5 e a • 321 A A EL•445
oO 1.040 o /* /•.866 C A- . oO .25 . 616
70 1.12o o o• 9o9 rr a c\- . 342 .171 • 7o8
o a80 i ~i o o1 . 180 .984 -.17 AO"• 08O .898
O r\90 1 .200 T AA1 . 00 1 .00
100 i too.1 .180 C\CS A.984 .173 O O £- .O80 1 . Ool
110 1 .12o .939 • 342 -•171 1.11
120 1 .04 r\ r+.860 et• 500 - .25 l.llo
T TO130 AHA.920 Ti /* 1* • o42 -.321 "I AA p)1.09 7
140 n n r\.770 /I O.642 . 7oo TOT T AO C1 .025
150 /• OO• o00 C A.50 r r• 8b6 -•433 • 9o3
loO .410 f7 /I A• 342 t.939 - ,459 n.812
170 .2075 .173 .984 -.492 £ e c• OOO
180 1.00 -.50 .50
190 -.2075 -.173 .984 -.492 .319
200 -.410 -.342 .939 -.469 .128
210 -.500 -.500 • 866 -.433 -.067
220 -.770 -.542 .766 -.383 -.259
230 -.920 -.766 .642 - .321 -.445
240 -1.040 - .865 .50 -.25 -.616
250 -1.126 -.939 .342 -.171 -.768
260 -1.180 -.984 .173 -.085 -.898
270 -1.2 -1.00 -1.00



Problem i 10.
Prove E = 4.44 x f xq>x N z 10 .
Solution of Problem JlO.
When a coil revolves in a magnetic field such as is
produced "by an electric generator the flux inclosed by the coil
will vary from instant to instant very nearly as a sine wave,
or expressed mathematically, 9=2 sin cot , where 9 = the flux
inclosed at anv instant, and 9 = maximum flux inclosed bv them w mm t*
coil, this flux is the total flux per pole.
d9
Since e = IT v± and 9 = 2 sin cot, we have
d9
-- = co^ cos cot
dt
and
and
e = IT co 2 cos cot when cos cot =1 e=E
max
E = IT co 9 = 2nfIT9 (abvolts)
max
Tut
smax. 2n „ TT _ , _ _ . . .
yt" = Seff =Jff f 11 » (abvolts)
E = 4.44 f IT 2 10~8 .
eff a
This formula is equally true for the transformer, where of cour
$ is the total maximum flux in the core.
Problem #11.
An A. 0. Generator has 50 turns on the armature; the
machine has 4 poles and runs at 900 R. r.I.I. If the terminal
voltage is 50; what must be the flux per pole?

9 9
Solution of Problem #11.
E _ _ =4.44 x fx 2 x IT x 10~8
eff
E = 50 f = 30 N = 50
50 x 108$ = -------------- = 750,000 = flux per ^ole.
4.44 x 50 x 50
Problem #12.
A coil 50 ems. long and 25 ems. in diameter has 100
turns and is connected to a 100 volt circuit at 50 C3rcles.
Neglecting the resistance of the coil and the reluc
tance of the magnetic path outside the coil; what will be the
current when the coil is connected to the line?
Solution of Problem #12.
E = 4.44 x f x 2 x IT x 10~8
100 = 4.44 x 60 x 2 ^ 100 x 10"8
J = 375.000 lines.
Area of coil = H-5? = 5*5-55-5-55 , 491 aq, cm.
4 4
"he density inside the coil will be
g2§.ooo
m 754 lines ver s<1- crri#
491
Since for an air cored coil am = 1 we have1
764 =
50
•4hhi
I
.4n x 100 x i
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764 x 50 . .
= l = 304.4 amperes,
.4r, x 100
But since 9 is the maximum flux /3 must be the maximum flux
density and therefore i must be the maximum current.
= effective value of current that will flow through
the coil or

Ill
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON THE CONSTANT POTENTIAL TRANSFORMER
(a) Why can we use a single circuit to represent the
transformer?
(b) What values must "be used for primary and secondary
resistance and reactance?
fc). How do these quantities vary with the load?
(&) What is meant by leakage flux, useful flux "by reactance?
fe) What is meant "by equivalent resistance and reactance?
(f ) How are the resistance and reactance found for a
given transformer.
fg) Draw the equivalent circuit for a transformer.
Fir. 11.
(h) What current is assumed to flow through g, and what
current through "b?
(i) How may g and "b "be measured for an actual transformer?
(j) How does the value of x^ and Xg compare with the %
IX of secondary?
(k) How does the % IX primary compare with the % IX of
Secondary?
(1) Why not connect g and T> as shown "below?

Fig, 12. Pig. 13.
(m) 'tfhat are equivalent resistance and reactance? Is it
strictly correct to use the value of equivalent resistance and
reactance when calculating the preformance of a transformer?
Discuss the effect of resistance and reactance on the operation
of a transformer.
(n) What is the effect of leakage flux? What is meant by
self induction and mutual induction?
(o) Gould a transformer he built with zero leakage flux?
(p) Draw sketch to illustrate the placing of coils to pro-
duce a large leakage flux, also to produce as little leakage
flux as possible.
(q) Sketch the path of the leakage flux.
fr) Why does the current in the primary increase when
load is added to the secondary?
(s) Draw the vector diagram of the transformer, starting
with a ratio of 2:1, assume E , and that the secondary current
s
is in phase with the secondary terminal voltage.
ft) Place on this diagram the various magneto motive
forces
.
(u) Why use leakage flux to calculate leakage reactance?
(v) Does leakage flux vary with the current?
fw) Doe3 12 vary with current?
Uote: Since I = it follows that $ is a constant and hence
x = 2nfL = a constant.
(x) What flux can vary directly with current?

— 2 6 ~
Figure 14 represents the
path of the leakage flu;-:.
Fig. l't.
Transformer calculations
.
r
L
Xs
15.
GEIIERAI SOLUTION OF TRAITSFQRI.ISR CIRCUITS
The general solution is usually made assuming the
secondary current I i + j i, :7ithout regard to YThether I =
£ + j It , represents leading or lagging current, . From the
above diagram it is evident that Sn = e + I Z •
• -L • S S
jow let us
assume that z
s -
r
s
+
3 then
k - ?! - » + (i - 3 H ] (rs + J xs>
= 6 + ir - i
x
x
s
- j (ij r8 + i xj
= a + j b.
The following diagram represents these terms assuming a lagging
current
.
Fig, 16.
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ITow from Pig. 16 it is evident that the line representing
i rg * i-j_ xQ is the sum of these two quantities and not their
differences, hence it is evident that for a lagging current
must be represented as "being negative and by substitution we
will have i r * in x which is correct. Again from the diagram
it is seen that the vector represented as L r + i x is not
1 s s
the sum of these two quantities but their difference and hence
again i-, must be represented as negative when a lagging current
is used and as + when a leading current is used. This is made
evident and easy to remember by a study of the following diagram
for lagging current.
As shown above,
E-^ = a + j b where a = e * irs - i-^s an<3"
b = ±1 r3 * i xs
The branch circuits represent the core loss current and the
magnetizing current, their vector sum being the exciting current
of the transformer. These currents are, of course, produced
by the voltage EL.
Representing this resistance as rc and the reactance
it is evident that the current through r will be
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T
c
-
2
o
r
c
Bt (yt - iy )
y» 2 4. -v- 2
C G
r.
2 * 2
E
n (g„ - J b„ ) but since
E-, g where g
1
2
El
"m
+ X 2
m
- j
m V "2'
L * E - j B 1). How if we hold to the general rule, keep-
• ra 1 °m m
ing the + sign before all terms preoeeded by j , it is evident we
must write for I_,
« 111
I = Et
r pl+ j f-b 1) i that is for lagging current the
• rn 1 i ra m J
terra represented by b^ must be negative and for leading current
it must he positive, therefore since b"*" represents the auscept-
ance of the transformer it will be negative for all loads.
Then the total exciting current I will be, since
. 00
gm is zero,
. 00 1 (g + j (-b 1)
or ::or any current
Joo = Sl (e + J ij
1
)
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g being positive always and b negative for lagging current and
positive for loading; current,
loo " (a t is * J'
hl)
= ag - b b1 + j (bg - a b
1
)
= f * j h where
1 1
f = ag - b b and h = bg * a b
The total primary current will be,
•P .00 * b
= i + j i 1
+ f + j h
= i - f * j fix
+ Ej
= + j K = (i + f) E = fi1 f h)
B = En + I 2
.0 1 Tp p
* a * j b - (o * j k) (r + j x j
= L + j H
It will be shown later that the power input to a circuit taking
I +
.J amperes at a potential e * j e-^ volts is I i + lj
watts or for a circuit taking i - j i-^ amperes a potential e + j
volts, is ie - i-, e-^. Therefore it is evident that the power
output of the transformer above is, P, and is the product of
e - j f z e ro )
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and i * j i. = ei watts,
and the input will be + j k current and L ~ j M volts or
(0 I + Z M) watts = P : hence the efficiency will be
o
P Output ei
P Input 0.L.+ LJJ
The power factor will he found by adding the two angles and
9^ where 9 = the angle between the primary current- and the refer-
ence vector e and 0-^ = the angle between the impressed voltage
and the vector represented by e.
Thus
Tan = |
and Tan Q-, = ¥
* h
Power factor angle 9^ may be found by adding and 9^ ?hen not in
the same quadrant and subtracting when in the same quadrant.

Pig. 19.
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Prohlem #13.
To prove Power = ei - e^ 1 for any condition
Fipr. 20
Solution of Problem #13.
e = E cos co_
i = 1 C 03 CO,
e^ = B sin co^
i^ = I sin cog I
= E (cos co^ + j sin co-j )
I (cos (Og + j sin co2 )
Hence
,
el - eyi^ should = E I cos co5 or
I E (cos co-^ cos g>2 ) * E I (sin sin cog)
= I COS COr-
But
,
3 I (cos co, cos co2 + sin co^ sin cog )
= E I cos co^.
cos co- cos c^g + sin co.^ sin cog = cos fco^ - (Og)
= cos co
Hence
,
E I cos co =
3
*
E I cos g>3
. ei e
1
i
1
= E I cos co^.
Problem 14.
A 10 K.W. transformer has constant secondary voltage
Primary volts 2200
Secondary volts 110
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Cycles 50
Test data: Open circuit, Current 3 amperes, secondary volts
110, watts 125, short circuit, full load current, volts 91.
Primary resistance = 5 ohms.
Secondary resistance = .01 ohm.
Find primary current, voltage and power factor with full load
current in secondary, the secondary load to he (1) , .8 P.P.
lead, (2) P.P. unity, .8 P.P. lag.
Solution of Problem ^14 "by fa method.
10000
1 m — --- = 4.55 amperes = 1.00 in %.
p 2200 1
T 10000 nl , ~ n . a,IQ =
----- = 91 amperes =1.00 m
r_ = 5 ohms, 5^5-Ji§5 = .01034 in %,P 2200
r = .01 ohm ^ = .00827
» 110
Impedance volts from test = 91 with full load current of 4.55
amperes
•
E 91 91
! - i - nn - 20 ohns - - 2255 - - 04135 *«
2 = r + jx where r = total resistance of the trans-
former and x = the total reactance of the transformer.
Total $ resistance = .01034 + .00827 = .01861
% resistance^ .UlBbl2 = .000345
% impedance
2
= .04155 2 = .00171 '
.00171 - 000345 = .001364.
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i/ . ")01364 = total reactance in % = .0359
f X = ,j Z = .01845
P s
From onen circuit test.
I = i5| m 1.136 'o g = = .012475G 110 ' c 91
Im ^S2 - 1.1362 = 2.778 % b
1
=
--gj- = .03053
m
At .8 power factor lead.
I = 4.55 i = 3.64 1^ = 2.73
^> values L = 1.00 i = .8 1 * «&Q
At unity power factor.
I = 4.55 i = 4.55 11 =
% values L = 1.00 i = 1.00 jU =
At .8 P. F . lag.
I = 4.55 i = 3.54 = 2.73
$ values I = 1.00 i = .8 i1 = -.50
The following: Table TI is found by substituting- th
above constants in the theory as derived on pages to 30
The curves on page 36 show the variation of the various trans
forner characteristics when the power factor of the load is
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TABLii II
Power factor Lead Unity Lag
s
.
e
e +' ir - ilxs= a
i x.
ii i x3= "b
3
as
-
b b 1 .
ag - b b1= f
*S .
a b1
bg + a bl= h
i!* h = K
i * f =
o r
K X
P
a * o rp- K Xp= L
x„
b * o Xp + K Tp= M
L2 + If2 = E
o
Output P = s (i + j i1 )
P input = e Q i - e liQ
l
Power factor
Efficiency
.80 1.00 .80
1.00 1.00 1.00
.006516 .00827 .006616
, .9958 1.00827 1.0174
.0108 -.0108
.004963 -.004963
.01476 ..01845 .01476
.01972 .01845 .00986
.01248 .01257 .01270
.013082 .013133 .01501
-. 03054 -.03075 -.03108
— • uouo^ no on :ri
.59595 -.03052 -.629957
± • u±<j±o
.00842 .01047 .0084
—
. uu o o«j — .U J.J.O'i
.9931 1.02437 1.03744
.015 .01858 .0148
.006155 -.003154 -.0065
.04088 .02398 .01815
.984 1.027 1.038
.8 1.00 .8
.8317 1.03727 .8240
.825 .996 .783
.953 .9645 .959
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Problera J:15.
Given EQ = 1000 - 250 j.
I = 10 - 20 j.
Find the power and power factor.
Problem #16,
Given 100 K.W. transformer with the following con-
stants
,
EQ = 100 m 2000
r
s
= r
p
= .01 x
s
= x
p
= .02
Core loss = .02 I .02
mag
Find the values of rs , rp , xs , xp in ohms. Find I G
I in amperes.
Problem j} 17.
Given rp = r s = .01 xp = x3 = .02
Core loss = .02 Magnetizing current = .05
Find the effect of regulation, power factor and efficiency.
1. Vary r
p
and r
s
from .01 to .30
2. Vary x and x from .01 to 30
P s
3. Vary core loss from .01 to .20
4. Vary magnetizing current from .02 to .50.
All values above are in % and are equivalent values. Calculate
a full load and unity power factor.
Solution of Problem ,/15.
Pov/er = e i 4 e^_ i^
m 1000 x 10 - 250 * 20

= 10000 - 5000 = 5000 watts.
o
250 o
~an
"i = iooo = '
25 wi - 14 2
'
-20
Tan coo = --- = -2
• * 10
wl
P Ti1
co 3 = 70 28'
Solution of Problem .,'"16 •
1000 = I
100000
~~100~
100000
= 50 = I
cos 033 = cos 77
28' = .2170
1000 x r =
s
50 x r =
1000 x x
50 y.
.01 x 100 A*
.01 x 2000
.02 x 100
.02 x 2000
r
Xa =
.001 ohms
.4 ohms
.002 ohms
• 8 ohms
T —
C
.02 TT 1000 = 20 amp. on low side
I =
C
.02 X 50 = 1 amp. on high side
Xm
- .05 "V 1000 = 50 amp. on low side
X
m
= .05 X 50 = 2 1/2 amp. on Sigh side.
Problem fVf was solved "by substituting the constants
in the general equations derived on pa-res 2*7 and >3 O • -he
curves accompanying the various tables are self explanatory.
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TABLE III
Effect of Variation of Resistance on Transformer Operation.
Unity Power Factor 1.0
P.P. of load
1 r
s
e * iPg" i^g:
hrs
1 xs
il^s" 1
-s= b
6
ag
r ib b1 _
ag - b b1= f
ab1
bg + ab1 = h
ir+ h = k
i + f =
or^
* orp- kXp= L
a
ox,
kr
I
aap+ krp = M
*J2
P = e(i -
Po~ e o 1 o e o xo
k
Tan
Q-l = a
Tan 9 = f
Q3 =
Eff =
2os 95 = P.p.
1.0
1.0
.01
.01
1.01
.02
.02
.02
.0202
-.05
-.001
.0212
.0004
-.0505
-.0501
-.0501
1.0212
.10212
-.001002
1.021214
.020424
-.000501
.039923
1.022
.022
1.0
1.04286
-.049
.0591
5°2«
.959
.9951?
1.0
1.0
.04
.04
1.04
.02
.02
.02
.0208
-.05
-.001
.0218
.0004
-.052
-.0515
-.0515
1.0218
.040872
-.001032
1.081904
.020435
-.000515
.03992
1.084
.084
1.0
1.10343
-.0505
.0559
.917
.99515
1.0
1.0
.08
.08
1.08
.02
.02
.02
.0216
-.05
-.001
.0226
.0004
-.054
-.0536
-.0556
1.0226
.081808
-.001072
1.16288
.020452
-.000555
.039915
1.164
.154
1.0
1.18702
-.0524
.0345
4°58 f
.854
.99525
1.0
1.0
.15
.16
1.16
.02
.02
.02
.0252
-.05
-.001
.0242
.0004
-.058
-.0576
-.0575
1.0242
.16587
-.001152
1.52502
.020484
-.000575
.059908
1.325
.525
1.0
1.35577
-.0562
.0301
4°57'
.758
1.0
1.0
• 52
.32
1.32
.02
.02
.02
.0254
-.05
-.001
.0274
.0004
-.066
-.0656
-. 0656
1.0274
.328758
.001312
1.55008
.020548
-.000656
.039802
1.645
.545
1.0
1. 59265
-.0638
.02415
4 DO '
.591
.99527 .99630
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-AELE IV
Effect of Variation of Reactance on Transformer Operation.
Unity Power Factor i = 1.0 x l
P.F. of load 1.0
e 1.0
i r .01
ijxl
e+i rs - i]_x3 = a 1.01
•s=
1 zb
g
ag
b?
1
ag - b "b±= f
a b1
"bg * a "bl= h
il+ h = k
i + f =
orp
a*orp- l:Xp= 1
£|
b-t-oz - kr = M
P P
.02
.02
.02
.02
.0202
-.05
-.001
.0212
.0004
-.0505
-.0501
-.0501
1.0212
.010212
-.001002
1.021214
.020424
-.000501
.039923
1.0
1.0
.01
1.01
.04
.04
.04
.02
.0202
-.05
-.002
.0222
.0008
-.0505
-.0497
-.0497
1.0222
.010222
-.001988
1.022210
.040888
-.000497
.080391
1.0
1.0
.01
1.01
'
.08
.08
.08
.02
.0202
-.05
-.004
.0242
.0015
-.0505
-.0489
-.0489
1.0242
.010242
-.003912
1.024154
.081935
-.000489
.151449
1.0
1.0
.01
1.01
.15
.15
.15
.02
.0202
-.05
-.008
.0282
.0032
-.0505
-.0473
-.0473
1.0282
.010282
-.007558
1.02785
.154512
-.000473
.324039
=
1.0
1.0
.01
1.01
• 32
.32
.02
.0202
-.05
-.015
.0352
.0054
-.0505
-.0441
-.0441
1.0352
.010552
-.014112
1.034474
.331584
-.000441
.651143
1 2 - M d 1.022 1.025 1.032 1.078 1.221
Ref. = .022 .025 .032 .078 .221
P = *fl+j 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
TS • 1.1
P- = eoio^o^Q 1.04084 1.0409 1.04104 1.04145 1.04323
Tan 0]_ -.0491 -.0485 -.04775 -.046 -.02457
Tan Oo .039 .0535 .1576 .305 .6285
5°3
'
5 0' 11 42 19 35' 34°35»
P.F. .995 .9945 .9792 .942 • 82 o <l)
Bff. .951 .9605 .9601 ..9595 .9584
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TABLiS V
Effect of Variation of Core L033 on the Operation of a Transformer.
Unity Power Factor
P.P. of load
e
J
r
*
e+irs - iixs= a
*1*S
i"
s
iir8+i = b
af
b b1
1ag - b b-L= f
ab 1
1bg + ab = h
il+ h = k
t + f «
orp
a + orp- kxp>
OX*
*«5
b 5 0Xp+ krp= L
1.0
1.0
.01
1.01
.02
.02
.02
.0202
-.05
-.001
.0212
.0004
-.0505
-.0501
-.0501
1.0212
.010212
-.001002
I 1.021312
.020424
-.000501
.05992
* LI
2
= E,
2
=
*q =
Tan 81
Tan Q2
COS Qrr
Eff,
1.022
1.0
1.0405
-.0491
.0591
3°5»
.99612
.022
.951
1.0
1.0
.01
1.01
.02
.02
.04
.0404
-.05
-.001
-.0412
.0008
-.0505
-.0497
-.0497
1.0412
.010412
-.000994
1.02141
.020824
-.000497
.04052
1.0225
1.0
1.061
-.0477
.0595
5°0.'
.99619
.0225
.9425
1.0
1.0
.01
1.01
.02
.02
.08
.0808
-.05
-.001
.0812
.0016
-.0505
-.0489
-.0489
1.0812
.010812
-.000978
1.02179
.021624
-.000489
.04115
1.023
1.0
1.108
-.0455
.04115
4°57'
.99627
.025
.902
i m 1.0
1.0
1.0
.01
1.01
.02
.02
.15
.1516
-.05
-.001
.1626
.0052
-.0505
-.0475
-.0475
1.1626
.011625
-.000946
1.02257
.025252
-.000475
.04277
1.025
1.0
1.185
-.0407
.0418
4°45'
.9966
.0255
.844
*1 =
1.0
1.0
.01
1.01
.02
.02
.52
T9 o T O
-.05
-.001
.5242
.0064
-.0505
-.0441
-.0441
1.5242
.015242
-.000882
1.02412
.025484
-.000441
.04504
1.0244
1.0
1.552
-.0552
.0449
4°29'
.99694
.0244
.751
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TABLE VI
Effect Variation of Magnetising Current on the
Operation of Transformers
Unj ty Power Factor i = 10 in
P.F,
e
irs
e- ir-- iixs = a
il r3
i xg
iirs * ix3= "b
cr
o
a£
* 1b b
ag - It b1- f
bg
a hi
t)g + ab^= h
ii+ h = k
i * f =
a* or,,- hi' = L
ox_
krp
b*P o:rp-t- krp= M
1.0
1.0
.01
1.01
.02
.02
.02
.0202
-.05
-.001
.0212
.0004
-.0505
-.0501
-.0501
1.0212
1.021214
.020424
-.000501
.039925
1.0
1.0
.01
l.vOl
.02
.02
.02
.0202
-.10
-
. 002
. 0222
.0004
-.1010
-.1006
-.1005
1.0222
1.022234
.020444
-.001006
.039438
1.0
1.0
.01
1.01
.02
.02
.02
.0202
-.20
-.004
.0242
.0004
-.2020
-.2016
-.2015
1.0242
1.02427
.020484
-.002016
.038468
1.0
1.0
.01
1.01
.02
.02
.02
.0202
-.40
-.008
.0282
.0004
-.4040
-.4035
-.4035
1.0282
1.028354
.020564
-
. 004035
.035528
=
1.0
1.0
.01
1.01
.02
.02
.02
.0202
-.50
-.012
.0322
.0004
-
. 6060
-
. 5056
-
. 5056
1.0322
1.033422
.020544
-.005056
.054568
So « + LI2 1.022 1.0225 1 . 0245 1.029 1.034
Reg, .022 .0225 .0245 .029 .034
Output 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Input 1.041 1.04103 1.0411 1.0433 1.0471
Efficiency .961 .9505 .9501 .9582 .9555
Tan Q-]_ .0491 .0984 .1967 .3923 .587
Tan Q2 .0391 .0385 .05755 .0345 .05244
QS 5° 3' 7°50' 13°17' 2 3° 25' 32°16'
Cos ©
s
= P.F. .99 512 .99057 .9752 .91787 .8455
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Problem ..18.
A transformer has the following constants,
r
x
= r2 = .01 xx = x2 = .02 Core loss = .02
Imag = * 05
If the voltage is increased 25 fo and the frequency
kept constaiit what will he the output with the same total losses?
What will he the % values of r^_ , r2 , x^, x2 , g and b hased on the
new rating. . What will he the rating and the constants when
the voltage is decreased 25$. Use iron curve as given on page 54
and make the hysteresis loss = .80 of iron loss and eddy current
loss = ,20;o of the iron loss. Frequency to remain constant in
all cm sos.
Solution of Problem $18.
Increase IS 25$, then E = 1.25 and the density must
he 1.25.
Original hysteresis loss m K/3 = .015 = .80 total
iron loss.
Original eddy loss = /Q = .004 = .20 total iron
loss
.
h./3
With E = 1.25 the new hysteresis loss = 1.2Fy<?
With E = 1.25 the new eddy loss = 1725^ = 1.552.
New losses as a $ of the old = 1.45 x .015 = .02288.
ITew lo :ses as a % of the old = 1.552 x .004 = .00525.
Total losses as a >o of the old =
.02913
2Since the sum of the iron and I R losses cannot be greater than
•04 it is evident that the I~K loss must be,
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.04 - .02913 = .01087 = I
2
R and
if .02 = 100$ I2R = loss in the original case .01087 = 54.35,1
m loss in the new case and the current will "be the square root
of the losses, or
I = N//.5435 = .737 of the original current
and the power output will he,
.737 x 1.25 = .922 of the original rating.
7557 tc 02
The I R drop will be = .01178,
1 .2o
and since R
s
= Rp we have,
Rs = Rp = .00589 = % resistance new rating.
The IX dro-r) will be slQl-^zQi = .02555.
1.25
Since X3 = Xp we have Xs = Xp = .01178 = % reactance new rating.
The new core loss based on the new rating will be,
02 9 13 *
-
— = .Oalo - g expressed in % of new rat in*.
.922 . .
Old density = 8000 x 5.45 = 51400 lines por so. in.
ITew density = 1.25 x 8000 x 5.45 = 54500 lines per sq. in.
Old m.m.f. required = 5.
Hew m.m.f. required = 9.
g
% increase in m.m.f. based on old current rating will be - = 1.50
$ m.m.f. of old rating will be 1.50 x .05 = .075.
4> m.m.f. baaed on the new current rating will be ---- = .1018 = %
.737
Decrease 3 25$ or E = .75 and hence the density will bo .75 the
original density. With IS = .75 the new hysteresis loss will be,
1.5
.7.^ = .531 the original los3 and the new eddy
o
loss will be .75/? = .552 the original loss.
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Therefore .531 x .013 = ,0101a > Hys. of old rating
.562 x .004 = .00224 fo eddy of old rating
.01254 % total of old rating
Lence there will "be left for I^R loss
.04 - .0123 = .0277 as a % of original I2R .
Hence if .02 = 100f> original loss,
O
.0277 = 138. %o original loss which may he consumed hy I^R
under the new conditions.
New current rating as a f> of the old current rating will be
>// 1.585 = 1.175 and the new power rating will he
E I = 1.176 x .75 = .883 = the new power rating.
1.176 x .02
With 1.176 as the new current the I R drop will he =
.0314 and since Rs = R„ we have R = R = = .0157 = % re^'c-
ta^nce "based on the new rating. The reactance will he
= .0528 and since Xs = Xp it is evident that
Xg = Xp = .0314 expressed in fo of new
rating. The new core loss in fo will he,
*Q1234
- .01397 = % g (new rating.)
.883 ' °
Original density = 8000 x 5.45 = 51400 lines per so. in.
Hew density = .75 x 8000 x 5.45 = 38500 lines per so. in.
Original m.m.f. requirerl = 6.
ITew M.M.F. required = 4.5
$
'decrease in m.m.f. base on old current rating la £-g = .75
fo m.m.f. of old rating will be .75 x .05 = .0375
fo m.m.f. based on new rating will "be,
xQm , .0319 = J.1.176
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TABLE VII
Summation of Constants.
1 .75 1.00 1.25
I 1.176 1.00 .737
' p s .0157 .01 .00589
.0314 .02 .01178
.01397 .02 .0315
.0319 .05 .1018
19C.
eres
19D.
19E.
19F.
ing,
19G.
Problem ,"19A.
A ooil, shown in Fi£. 27, lias 180 turns of flQ oopper
wire. What is its indue
-
tanoe?
193. What is the resis-
tance of the ooil at 25
degrees c? at 75 degrees
C?
Fig.2*.
•That will he the flux passing through the coil with 25 amp-
D.C. flowing? With 25 amperes A.O.?
'That is the reactance of the coil at 60 cycles?
What is the e.m.f. drop across the coil with 25' amperes flow-
taheii from direct current mains?
Y/hat is the e.m.f. drop across the coil with 25 amperes flow-
J
>-
•
tahen from 60 cycle A.O. main: 75 decrees 1.
[let X O he power factor of f-te circuit in 1951 ?
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19H. 7/hat flux will be required to induce an e.m.f. of 220 volts
in the coil Fig. 27, if connected to a 50 cycle circuit?
191. What magnetizing current will be required to produce this
flux from 60 cycle mains 9
19 J. An iron core the area of
which is ono -fifth the area of
coil, square in cross section,
and its length of magnetic cir-
cuit as shown in Pig. 26 is
placed inside the coil. Sup-
^ost the steel to he of quality
shown by curve for armature
stampings, P. (£4, Thdiaalen.
that will fee the value of the
magnetizing current's, for same flux as in 19E, considering all
that flux as passing through the iron?
19Z. With the magnetizing current flowing as in 19J, what will be
the number of lines in the coil outoitfe of the iron? What will
he the density in the iron? What e.m.f. will be induced in each
coil if each has ISO turns #1© wire?
19L. What flux will pass through the iron core with 25 amperes
magnetizing current at 50 cycles flowing? How many lines through
the coil outside the iron?
19M. What e.m.f. will he induced in coil ..'1? What e.m.f. will be
induced in coil #2 having the same number of turns? Flux the
same as in 19L.
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7
19U. The core is now cut at A and B and an air gap of 1 cm.
equally divided between the two places, is introduced. what
magnetizing current would "be required in coil #1 so that the
flux shall induce 220 volts in coil #2 at 60 cycles?
Solution of #19A.
Diameter of J 10 B. & S. gauge wire = .107 inches.
Wind coil in 2 layers of 90 turns each,
inside diameter of coil will be,
25 - (4 x .107 x 2.51) = 23.913 cms.
Inside area of coil = 448 sq_. cms.
Assume length of mangetic path = length of coil = 25 cms.
L may be defined in two ways, (i.e.)
I = -r or I = the number of interlinkages
l
per unit current and again,
Lfi = e - H f-dt dt
hence if
again,
e = H -- = I -- then, -- = 1 N -- , but /J = H and
dt dt dt dt / I
H = where i is in "nrrctical units of current,
It
c /9 = 9 a H and/3 - <P
<f = „ a **Mt
p
~ " dt " L at dt ~L dt
_ _ M a .4 H N2Or L = \
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729000 *±m-m ,L = 729000 cms. = = . '0729 henrys.
1C)8
Problem 19J3.
P° = 9/5 C° * 52° 0° = 5/9 (F° - 32°).
75° F = 5/9 (75° - 32°) = 23.9° 0.
Let R-^ = resistance at temperature
= resistance at temperature T2
RQ = resistance at temperature 0°0
A = tempers- ' ure coefficient.
Rx = R ( 1 - A ffi ) R2 = R ( 1 - A T2 )
R2 - Hi = R fT2 - Ti)
A
R2 - Rl
*o
(To - Tn }
A
In most practical cases seldom greater than 15° to 25° 0, nonce
Rl = R makes a very slight error and we may write
Rp - Rt
4
R? - Rti = .004 (T - i ) or = .4 ( T - T )
Rl Hi
•-hich corresponds to a change in resistance of .4% for each decree
o
change in temperature. Resistance of #10 ,3. & S. wire at 25
B, if we assume its substance is 1 ohm at 23.9° C, will be
R2 - 1.0 = .004 (25 - 23.9) = 1.0044 ohms per 1000'.
Resistance at 75° will he,
?2r_ll2 = .004 (75 - 25.9) = 1.2044 ohms per 1000'.
Mean diameter of coil = 24.457 cms.
13830
Length of wire per coil = n x 24.457 x 180 = 13930 cms. --
12 x 2.54
= 454 ft.
»
Resistance of coil at 25° G = .454 x 1.0044 = .456 ohms.
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Resistance of ooil at 75° G = .454 x 1.2044 = .M7 ohms.
Problem #19 C.
/ \ L 25
= 22-5 x 448 = 101300 with 25 amperes P.O.
ulciX
max = 72 x 101,303 = 142.800 with 25 amperes A.C.
Problem #19X)«
x = 2nfl
= 3nf x .00729 = 377 x .00729 = 2.748 ohms.
Problem #19E.
Resistance at 75° is .547 ohms
Drop with 25 amperes P.O. =25 x .547 = 13.675 volts.
Prop with 25 amperes P.O. at 25° = 25 x .456 = 11.5 volt;
Problem #19?
.
Using 75° G as the temperature.
Z 2.748 - .547 = 2.8 ohms
I Z =25 x 2.8 = 70 volts.
Problem #19 G.
Fi£. 30
Problem #19H.
•8Since E = 4.44 x f x <P x H x 10'
cp = -,_5-5-12? » ___220_x_105_._ = 463.000
4.44 x f N 4.44 x 60 x 180
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Problem #191.
The density in the coil will "be,
cp 465.000 _
.
38
area
=
~~448~~ = 105^ lines Per s,l- cm «
Since yCj - I for air = —=— hence,
1033 = ^D_180_lma2_ J m H4.25
2 5 max
I*** = = 81 amperes.
Problem #19J.
Area of iron core = * area of coil = = 89.6 sq. cm.
Cross section = 9.46 eras, x 9.46 cms.
Density in core will be --pg-j- = 5170 lines per aq.. cm.
From curve the ampere turns necessary per cm. at this
density = .90.
Length of path = 2 50 i 2 x 25 = 150 cms. + 18.92
Total ampere turns will be 168.92 x .90 = 152
is;
18i
152
- = .844 amp. (max.)
10
~~2~~ = amperes feff.)
Problem #19K
An area of air space in tne coil will be 448 - 89.6 =
358.4 so. cm. =
ii^^ s i^?.l§0_x^844n= v#64 lines ,er s ,. cm.
L 25
7.64 x 358.4 = 2753 =
Density in iron will be the same as before or 5170 lines per sq.cm,
B.M.F. induced in the secondary will be,
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E
g
= 4.44 x 60 x 465.000 x 180 x 108 = 221 volts.
If we assume the flux in air is in phase with the flux in the
iron then the total flux cutting the secondary will be 468170 X
and the induced primary voltage (neglecting the resistance) will
be
,
3 = 4.44 x 60 x 458170 x 180 x 10"8 = 225.8
s
~roblem #191.
Total A. T. v = 25 /Fx 180 = 5350.
Length of magnetic path = 168.92 cms.
A.I. per cm. = -§K$- = 51.65
Prom curve for 3.165 A. T. per cm. = about 15300 lines per
sc. cm.
9 in iron = 15300 x 89.6 - 1,370,000
<p in air = *4E-X-lfiQ-S_SS_X-^T-3-358 .4 = 114#4oo
25
Problem #191J.
220 = TT x 60 x 180 x 10~8 x 4.44 = 546.000
Assume density in gap is same as the density in air. A.T. for
gap will be,
>4TIM 458<000
~ "•"975 - 01^ J *
5120 x 1 00 _
I = sb 22.5 amp. (max.)
.4n x 180
A.?, for iron will be from curve corresponding to density of 5120
lines per s r[, cm. .9 per cm.
Length of path = 167.92
Total A.T. = 167.92 x .9 = 151
I = = .84
max 18Q
Total Imax = .84 - 22.6 « 23.44 I0ff = = 15.62 amp.3
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IV
CONSTANT CURRENT TRANSFORMER
The constant current transformer is so designed that,
when constant potential is impressed on the primary winding, con-
stant current will be delivered by the secondary regardless of
load or power factor of the load. The constant current trans-
former is often confused with the constant current regulator
although they are designed along very different lines, the essen-
tial difference being that the constant current transformer may
have very large difference between the primary or impressed volt-
age and the secondary induced or load voltage,while the constant
current regulator acts only as a variable reactance in series
with the load. The following figures represent in a general
way the two types of machines discussed above.
LTD
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Figure 31 represents the current regulator which acts as follows:
When the resistance of the load decreases the current in the line
will increase and thereby cause a greater force of attraction be-
tween the coil and the iron core, hence the coil which is nearly
balanced "by the weight W will move in a vertical direction which
forces the iron core deeper into the coil and thus increases the
reactance of the coil. How if the coil is properly balanced
by the counter weight it will take a very slight increase in cur-
rent to maintain this new position although the reactance of the
coil in the new position may be very much increased. Thus it
is evident that the current remains practically constant, the
surplus terminal e.m.f. being consumed by an increase in reactance.
From the following vector diagram it is seen that the rower factor
of the total circuit, when regulated for constant current by a
regulator, may be very good at full load and very poor at light
loads
.
i,r,
Pig. 33.
The diagram also shows that at full load the value of r is large
as compared to x while at light loads the value of x is very large
in comparison to r. It is also evident that such regulation is
obtained through a larre ran r-e
,
only at tue sacrifice of power
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With the constant current transformer conditions are
some what different. First the primary voltage need not be im-
pressed on the circuit, but may be steped up or down any desired
amount before connecting to the load. therefore for a given cir-
cuit where the voltage available is much greater than the voltage
of the constant current circuit it is possible to maintain constant
current at a much higher power factor. This is perhaps t ae great-
est advantage of the constant current transformer over the current
regulator.
The vector diagram for the constant current transformer
for any given loa^ and power factor is identical with the vector
diagram of a potential transformer having the same constants,
although it must be borne in mind that the reactance will vary for
each condition of loading and hence a new diagram would "be necess-
ary each time the load is changed. The constant current trans-
former and constant current regulator are usee1 almost exclusively
for series street lights with either arc or tungsten lamps.
A transformer built as shown "below is sometimes used
to reflate for constant current. This transformer does not
operate on the principle of variable reactance "but produces the
same effect as would he caused by connecting a large reactance in
series with a resistance load, that is the reactance is large in
comparison to the resistance. By proper adjustment this arrange-
ment will give a variation of current of about Z% when the resist-
ance is changed 15%. This scheme of course means a circuit of
low power factor.
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Fiff. 34.
The following problem will demonstrate to a limited
extent the action of the constant current transformer.
Rating 4 K.W. 440 volts primary, 5.S amperes secondary.
Resistance of primary .67 ohms.
Resistance of secondary 1.25 ohms.
Test data. Open circuit (approximate values.]
E = 440 I = .50 Core loss 100 watts.
Short circuit test E = 440 L, = 3.6 I = 6.2
Short circuit test E = 109 Ip = 2, coils apart (max.)
Short circuit test B = 102 I = 10, coils together,
(a) Find the limits of the reactance.
(h) Calculate the full load efficiency assuming the coils to be
maximum distance apart at full load.
Solution (a)
.
109Prom short circuit test, Z = « 54.5 ohms.
2
6 2Ratio of transformation is --- = .721.
8.6
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s p 2
R B (-*-) = .57 * .65 = 1.32 = total equiv. = R resistance.
P s 8.6
Total reactance = X =/
S
2
- R2 and in the -nosition of maximum
-2
reactance X =/ 54.4 - 1.32 = 54.55 ohms.
For minimum reactance,
102
Z = ™ = 10.2 ohms.
X =y 10T22 - T7322 = 10.09 ohms,
(b) Efficiency at full load.
At full load consider the coils are the maximum distance
apart and that I_ = 6.6 anmeres.
-nen, i 6<5
I = = = 9.15 amp.
P .721 .721
2 R = 97TS
2
x .i1^ .15 67 = 56.1
I CTP R = 676^ x 1.25 = 54.5
Total I2R = 110.6 watts.
Core loss = 100 watts.
Total loss = 210.6 watts.
Output = 4000 watts.
Output + losses = 4210.6 watts.
Eff. = --222.. = 94.9% efficiency.
4210.6
Forces existing between the coils of a constant current transformer
(a) Force repulsion or attraction?
Current in same direction Fig. 35 fa). Current in opposite direc-
tion Pig. 35 (b ) .
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Pip*. .DO.Let L = the inductance of the transformer,
i = the current flowing.
1 o
•Thus the energy stored in the magnetic field will be ^ L i ;
neglecting the energy necessary to keep current flowing which will
"be zero provided the current remains constant in strength.
(a) Suppose the two coils are exactly together and the current
is kept constant, the leakage will he zero. Pext suppose the
current is kept constant and the coil3 are pulled apart the dis-
tance L' as indicated. The average force necessary to do this
t
is P
.
Uork done = PL
and hence PL' as g L
P in grams L f in cms.
PL' = gram cm.
PL x 980 x 10- 7 = Joules = J.
L in henrya
s I i
2
^J = PL' 980 x 10
i m amperes.
-7
X = SnfL on short circuit = -
Z
B is small i = | = 1
1 x E2
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B8
' 4nf x 980 x 10~ 7
L i2 I i E 10 7 L S i 107
or F = = =
2L 2L x 980 2L 2nfL 980
810 e i
F = r - V
errams f L
The force existing between the coils of a transformer.
(a) When two parallel conductors are carrying current in the
same direction a force exists due to the magnetic field which
tends to force the conductors together as illustrated in the fol-
lowing figure.
^
«*
Fig. 37.
When the current flows in the opposite direction the force tends
to drive the conductors apart as is illustrated below,
5> mt
s> s> «=
Pig. 38.
low take the case of the actual transformer as illustrate d below.
Fig. 39.

- m
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It is evident from previous discussions that the current in the
primary flows in a direction opposite to that of the secondary
and hence if any lines pass "between the coils they must produce a
force tending to push the coils apart as indicated above.
Let L = the inductance of the transformer,
i = the current flowing.
Then the energy stored in the magnetic field as has been previous-
ly shows in
Ea - I
I i
2
•
Heglecting the resistance of the coils the energy necessary to
keep the current flowing will be zero provided the current remains
constant in strength. How suppose that the two coils are occupy-
ing the same space and the current is maintained constant. The
leakage flux under this condition must be zero. Again suppose
the current is kept constant and. the coils are pulled apart the
distance r as indicated below.
Co//
1&3
'ig. 40,
Co///]
Fig. 41.
Co//B
Let ? = the average force necessary to pull the coils apart. Then
1 pthe work done is Yr and hence Pr = - L ic .
2
v 4
Let F = force in grams and
r = distance in eras. then
Fr = gram cms . and
Fr x 980 x 10" 7 = Joules = J.
L is in Henrys. i in amperes.
J = 1 I i = Fr 980 x 10~7
X = 2nfL and for a transformer on chort circuit i = - = -.
<7 V
1 X S2
Fr = ?
* 2nf x2
» -
&
4n f x 980 x 10-7
2 r 2r x 980 2r 2nf 980
810 ii i
F m grams =
f r
In the commercial potential transformer there is no way to measure
the force "between coils hut with the constant current transformer
the conditions are such that this force can he determined. The
following data was taken on a constant current transformer and
will aid in showing the accuracy of this method of calculation
although no great accuracy is claimed for the data.
E = 110 I =6.9 L = 7.6 cms. f = 60
Force as measured = 53 ounces = 3.3 pounds Calculated:
810 x 110 x 6.9 n „ rr>F = = 1350 grams.
60 x 7.6 °
1350
- TFr= = 2.98 pounds Caleulatec'. force.4o3
x 100 = 90% or an error of 10/S, which is
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very good for rough calculations since the data was not taken with
an idea of obtaining very accurate results.
Take case of short circuit on this transformer with
normal impressed voltage and the coils very close together.
Since the resistance will he very small it is evident
that X as Z on short circuit, and from previous calculations Z = 10
and
v 440I=!=« -~ = 44 amperes.
This is about 7 times normal current and we would expect the force
to he about 7 times as great as under normal conditions, however,
this is not true since r is very small, and it is found that,
since the primary current is 7 times normal and hence the secon-
dary current is 7 times normal, that the force is about 49 times
the normal exerted force, or the force varies about as the square
of the primary or secondary current.
Consider the case of a constant potential transformer
of 1000 F..W. capacity, 25 cycles.
e = 10,000 volts.
x = .04
r = .005
z = .04
Current on short circuit == i2*222 == -i-22= 25 times full load
Z .04
or
OR 1,000,000 orAn25 x Jq-qqo" = 2o00 amperes.
Distance betvreen coils 10 cms. = r.
p = GlJ_e_i m L10_x_10 i000 :
fr 25 x 10
= 81,000,000 grams.
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S = 178,000 pounds.
F = 89 tons.
Then if the current should rise very rapidly to 2500
amperes on short circuit the transformer coils would receive a
blow equal to 89 tons. Unprotected transformers are often torn
to pieces by this action.
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V
CURRENT TRANSFORMER
The current transformer is used, as its name implies,
to transform large currents to small currents or vise versa. The
object being to reduce the current carrying capacities of measur-
ing instruments and to insulate these instruments from the main
circuit.
The current transformer has a primary and secondary
coil, a magnetic circuit formed of iron and is insulated very much
as any other transformer.
The diagram representing its connection in the line is
as shown in figure 42
.
r^W—
I
Fig. 42.
Prom the above it is evident that the eruivalent electric circuit
will be as shown in figure 43.
y±p. 4:0
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Where
,
+ j = impedance of the primary.
r
cs J xo = impedance of the secondary,
r^ represents the core loss.
x
e
represents the magnetizing current.
ri j xi = impedance of the instrument
r + j L impedance of the load.
E = generator voltage.
Approximate values for a current transformer may be taken as,
Xj_ = in °/orp = rg = .001 in fo
x_ = r_ = .005 in %
p s
r = 100 in fo
c '
r, = .005 in %
x = 1000 in %
c
'
Connections of current transformer.
(a) Primary in series with load.
(b) Secondary short circuited through instrument.
Load
Pig.. 44.
It must he remembered that secondary resistance and reactance must
be reduced to equivalent primary values.
Ihere are at least two conditions which should be in-
vestigated.
,
(a) Ratio of Ip to I s for varying load current and
varying power factor of load.

(b) Phase difference between I s and Ip for varying
loads anf. varying: load power factor,
The, first is important when either current or watts are
to be measured. While the second is important where watts are
to be measured through the transformer.
Reasonable current transformer constants are about as
follows
:
r = .001 x = .005 r = 100 r = .005
meter
r
s
= .001 x
s
= .005 z
c
= 1000 x =
Some calculated data using the above transformer con-
stants give the following,
P. F. of Load = 1.00
Load R I
meter
Diff
.
Pall 1 .993 .993 54' 37 ' 3'
1/2 2 .497 .495 17' 19' 2 '
1/4 4 .249 .249 8' 5 1 3»
The above table shows the current transformer to be very accurate
at unity power factor.
Increase of meter resistance, (as leads for instance)
r = .01
Full load IL = .988 I = .987
1/4 load I = .249 I = .2488
Which shows that if the resistance is increased from .005 to .01
that the ratio is 3till constant.
Varying P. F. of Load.
P.F. loac1 .75 lag 1.0 .75 lead
RL 1.0 1.0 1.0
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IL (635 - 5 .447)
I (.6539 - j .447)
.993 (.615 + J .474)
.9915 (.644 - j .4731)
I load 37 u 2 1
<J I meter 56° 59 1
Phase diff. 3'
34
»
37'
3'
36 u 59'
56° 59'
Variation of P.P. at full load makes very little error in readings
of transformer.
—^O^mw
Ii - ri- Jxi
(ri - J xi
)
r2 * x2
Fj ?. 45.
= e f,£| + J fri 1 = e Y-1
9 h
e *3
rl
r
5
&2 ~ 2" pr2 + x2
^
S3 =
r3
2 + x3
2
*2
--1
r
2
- x
2
-x2
=
—2 2
r2 4 x2
bcr =
r3
2
- xs
2
I. = total current.
h - Jl + Is + fs « e (Y1 Y2 + Y^
= e (
-l + S2
+ S3 } + J (b l + b2 * V
The vector diagram of the above conditions is given in figure 46
where I Q is the total current flowing in all three branches.

Fig, 45.
Hence the power factor of the total current with respect to e
is given by , n
* b2 + b3tan 9 = •
g2 * g5
The poire r factor of the current flowing through the ammeter is re-
presented by the relation of I„ to e, and is illustrated in fig.47
e<?3
iff. 47.
Tan 9_ = --.
3 g5
Prom the above it is evident that I is divided into
o
two cor/ponents at right angles to each other or,
I = i + j i]_ where
i * j il = e b2 - b3 )
i - e fgk + gg + gg )
i^ =-e J (b-[_ + b^ + bg)
(9+9^) = 9^ equals the angle between the primary voltage and
primary current and (9a-1- 9^ ) = the angle between the secondary
current anc1 the primary or impressed voltage. First let us calcu
late the total impedance of the circuit
100 1
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% . b2 - - j-lg . -.001
g5 = 98.4 b5 = 82.
G m
g
x
+ gg * gg - 98.41
L G + J B
B * fei + bg + b3 = 82.001
Y6 = / G
2
+ B2 = *28
2C =-=--- = .00781 2C = /rc + xc6 Y 128 5/66
r 6 = .005
x
6
= .005
Z5
+ X = r6 - r J (x6 + x)
r * r = 006 - .001 = .007
o
X. + X =
o
:o
-
6
= ?o - Jo ao
Where Z = the impedance of the primary v/inding- and load,
e = SQ - (i ,j i^J (R + 3 X) where
R = resistance of primary + resistance of load.
I = reactance of primary + reactance of load,
e = EQ
- (i R - J iX - J 3U R - JLX)
• = B - iR - JiX - Jt^ R - i^X)
= E - IB + i xX - J (ix + i xR)
A=-ain EQ = e - (iR - i^x) * ( ix +
= e * ir - i-jx + J (ix *

76
-<c,x
ix + ijR
:an =
4 (iR - ii
Pier. 46
Table T -r II I has "been derived "by applying the above theory;
the varying quantity being the load. A study of this table shows
the extreme accuracy of the current transformer when worked over
a very wide range of loads.
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TABLE VIII
S 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1 .0 1.0
.1 • 5 1.0 1.5 2.0 3 .0 5.0
rO = - r .107 .507 1.007 1.507 2.007 3 .007 5.007
*o .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01
r 2 + xo^ .1074 .507 1.007 1.507 2.007 3 .007 5 .007
J
o
-
9 .31 .972 .993 .663 .498 .332 .1995
Gr + JB 128 128 128 128 128 128 128
e = Io* (G JB) .0727 .0154 .00775 .00518 .00389 .00259 .00156
i§-
- Jb5 ) .31 1.972 .993 .663 .498 .1995
Tan -.8455 -.8435 -.8435 -.8435 -.8435 - .8435 -.8455
Q3 -40°9
1 i-40°9 * - 40° 9 ' -40°9 • _40°9' -40° 9 ' -40°
9
e fgl+ 7 15 .51 .383 .255 .1535
b3 )=i 1 5.96 1.263 .6355 .425 .319 .2123 * 128
B .101 .501 1.001 1.501 2.001 3 .001 5.001
X .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005
ilH .722 .760 .764 .7655 .7662 .765 .768
i
x
x -.0298 -.00632 -.00317 -.0021 -.00159- .1115 -.0006
e * iR - iiZ .8245 .78172 .7749 .7728 .77168 .7687 .7702
lx .0257 .00758 .00386 .00255.00191; .001275.00076
ilR
- ilR)
-.602 -.633 -
. 636 -.638 -.638 - .647 -.6405
fix -.5963 -.6254 -.6231 -.6354-.6360 - .6457 -.6397
Tan 94 - . 723 -.80 -.816 -.82 -.825 - .84 -.83
-35°52
'
-38°40' -39°13 ! -39°21 '-39°32 ' -40° 2
'
- :9°42 •
%3 - 9) -4°17' ] Og 1 -56 ' -48 ' 37 ' -27 '
9 = 93
-40°9 ' -40° 9 -40°9 1 -40°9 ' -40°9 » -40°
9
1
-40°9 1
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YL rEAHSFORMEE ff^VE SHAPES
It is a well established fact that the wave shape
of the impressed e. m. f. has an appreciable effect upon the core
losnes of a transformer and in order to study this phenomena we
will return to the simple method of obtaining the derivitive
curve
.
Consider the ca3e of an ideal transformer in which
the resistance may be considered as zero and assume the flux fol-
lows the sine law, then
<P = 2 sin cot
and the inducer5 e.m.f. e-. = -IT ??
-1
- dt
%% = + 9 co cos cotdt
if aow, dV
- sr m - ff © c°s cotat
and r is considered as zero, then the impressed e.m.f. e will be
equal to the inducer1 e.m.f. e, or e = e-^ = R co 9 cos wt.
How since in transformers of moderately large capac-
ity the resistance is usually not greater than 1% it is evident
that the above statements are true, for actual conditions, to an
accuracy of one percent.
To find the derived curve of any given curve or wave
and to check the accuracy of this method, assume an e.m.f. wave
which follows the sine law and plot it to rectangular coordinates
with such a scale that EmHXt = 1. The equation of the original.
curve bein?r e = E sin cot. How since the flux curve is the
max.
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first derivitive of the e.m.f. curve and since the first derivi-
tive is the rate of change of the original it is evident that if
we can find the rate of change of e with respect to the time at
any instant and plot this value at the instant for which it is
calculated the result will "be the flux curve produced hy a sine
wave of e.m.f. or vice versa if the original curve is taken as
9 = 2 sin cot the derived curve will be the impressed e.m.f. Let
us assume equal intervals of time say ten degrees and find the
change in flux during this interval of time, for our first step let
us take -5° and 4-5°, the change in flux will then be .174 and this
value should be plotted on the zero of abscissae since it is the
average rate of change during the interval of time from -5° to +5°.
It is also evident from the above discussion that when 9=0 the
e.m.f. induced is a maximum which is equivalent to saying that
the flux curve has its maximum rate of change as the values pass
through the zero point.
Hence we can multiply .174 by some constant X which
will give unity for the maximum value of 2 or in the above case,
K = 5.74 and 1L x 9 - 5.74 x .174 = 1.0.
By continuing this process as illustrated above the following table
number IX has been derived from which it is evident that the com-
plete wave may be determined and it is also evident that for any
giren wave the derived curve may be determined. The percent
error column in the table shows the accuracy of this method to be
well within standard engineering practice. Curve sheet 1-9
page PI shows these curves plolted scale.
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TA3LE IX
Time in 0° 9 <p Q k 9 Cos Diff . % Error
-5 -.087
+5 +.087
+15 .26
+25 .425
+35 .570
+45 .707
+55 . 818
+65 .906
+75 .966
+85 .996
+105 .996
.174 1 1
.175 10 .993 .9848 +.008 .81
.163 20 .956 .939 -.005 .52
.147 30 .844 .866 -.022 .25
.137 40 .786 .766 +.02 .26
.111 50 .557 .642 -.005 .78
.088 60 .505 .500 +.005 1.00
.06 70 .544 .542 +.002 .59
.05 80 .172 .175 -.001 .58
90
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Gurves of Irregular shapes may "be determined by the
above precess. Table X shows the results obtained when it is
desire-' to find the instantaneous values of the induced e.m.f.
The flux wave being represented by the equation,
q> = 2 sin Q + .33 $ sin [3 - 270°)
Curve sheet #10 page 84 shows the two waves plotted to scale.
It is a well known fact that the hysteresis loss is pro-
portional very approximately to the 1.6 power of the flux density.
It is, therefore, desirable to find the relation existing between
the e.m.f. wave and the flnx especially the maximum flux.
Neglecting the small I R drop which is out of phase with
respect to the impressed voltage, we have
e =
where e is the instantaneous value of the impressed, e.m.f. and
is the corresponding flux density.
There fore
W
= Ki # (a)
dt 1 dt '
and
or
e dt = K-j. y&
to ffi=* ni;
e dt = K d^ lb
43=5
e ave rage ( tg - t-j_ ) = K^3 max . ( c )
where t^ is the time at the beginning of the integration and tg is
the time at the end, (tg- t]_) representing the time taken for the
flux wave to pass from zero to maximum value. Equation (c) ex-
presses the fact that the maximum density is proportional to the
area of the e.m.f. curve between ti and tg . ITow the flux curve
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TABLE X
Q Sin Q Sin (3Q - 270) .33 Sin (39 -- 2 7 0) <P 9 e Ke
-5
-.08 7 . 965 .318 .231 .174 .542
5 .08 7 .965 .318 .405 10 .086 .258
15 .258 .707 .233 .491 20 .016 .050
25 .422 .258 .085 .507 30 - .01 9-. 0592
35 .573 -.258 -.085 .488 40 -.014-. 0456
45 .707 - .7 07 -.233 .474 50 +.024+.0748
55 . 816 - . 965 -.318 .498 60 .090 .2806
^ f-\ PS .906 -.965 -.318• l> JUL' . 588 70 .144 .449
.75 .955 -.707 -.233 .732 80 .179 .558
.85 .996 -.258 -.085 .911 90 .170 .550
.95 .996 .258 .08 5 1.081 100 .117 .365
105 .955 .707 .233 1.198 110 .026 .081
115 .906 .965 .318 1.224 120 -.086-. 268
125 .816 .965 .318 1.138 130 -.198-. 517
135 .707 .707 • 3 c53 .940 140 -.282-. 879
145 .573 .258 .085 .558 150 -.321-1.00
155 .422 -.258 -.085 .337 150 -.312-. 972
155 .258 -.707 -.233 .025 170 -.256-. 748
175 .087 -.955 -.318 -.231 180 -.174-. 543
185 -.087 -.965 -.316 -.405
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curve is at its maximum point when the e.ra.f. curve passes through
zero, and in an alternating current circuit as much flux must enter
the core as leaves. It follows, therefore, from figure 51 that
the positive area expressed "by e (tg - t^) of the e.m.f. wave
must equal the negative area of the e.m.f. wave "between tg and tg,
where t„ is the noint of maximum negative e.m.f.
Hence the area to the left of the maximum ordinate
must equal that to the right of the maximum, and the area of the
e.m.f. wave from t-j to tp is proportional to the maximum flux den-
Bity..
Since it is o:rten desirable to draw the wave of flux when
the e.m.f. wave is known the following method will he given.
iiisect the area of the e.m.f. wave end plot yS originates
proportional to the areas JU, a^_ + ag , + , as shown in figure
[The sum of all these areas will he e (tg - t-^ ) and is pro-
portional to the maximum flux density, ? ioh shows again that
one half the area of the e.m.f. wave is proportional to the max-
imum flux density. The following Table XI and curve sheet 12
gives an example of a given e.m.f. wave from which the flux wave
was determiner
.
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TABLE XI
e.m.f. Curve To determine curve
To find Ti To find K = .0267
ft E.IvI.F. l> A A 9 area area area
125° 7.75 7.76 .272
10 .038 5 .05 .05 135 9.23 16.99 .454
20 .051 15 .38 .43 145 7.95 24.94 .655
30 .077 25 .51 .94 155 6.15 31.09 .829
40 .10 35 .77 1.71 165 4.1 35 . 19 .939
50 .15 45 1.0 2.71 175 2.0 37.19 .991
60 .255 55 1.5 4.21 180 .25 57.44 1.
70 .308 65 2.56 6.77 185 -.05 37.39 .997
80 .435 75 o • 08 y .85 195 - . 38 o7 .01 .986
90 .554 85 4.35 14.20 205 -.51 35 .
5
.975
100 .592 95 5.64 19.84 215 -.77 55.73 .954
110 .845 105 5.92 26.76 225 -1.0 34.73 .941
120 1.0 115 8.45 35.21 235 -1.5 33.23 .888
130 .923 125 .10 45.21 245 -2.56 50.67 .82
140 .795 135 9.23 54.44 255 -5.08 27.59 .736
150 .615 145 7.95 62.39 265 -4.35 23.24 . 521
160 .41 155 6.15 68.54 275 -5 .54 17.60 .47
170 .2 165 4.1 72.64 285 -6 . 92 10.68 .285
180 175 2.0 74.54 295 -8.45 2.23 .0595
180 .25 74.89 297.24 -2.24
74-
Half area = -- .89
2
57.45
At Q = 115 area = 35.21 area
Q
- 125 arer = 45.21 A = total area
Diff. 10° Diff. 10
At ft = 115 area = 55.21
= ? area = 37.45
)iff.
2.24
Diff.* ? Dif 2.24
x 2.24
10 10
= 115 + 2.24 = 117.24° = T
Therefore area at 125° = (45.21 - 37.45) = 7.76
o117.24° + ISO = 297.24 = T .
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BZCITING CURRENT OP TRANSFORMERS
When data is available for determining the hysteresis
loop, it is possible to find the shape of the exciting current
rave for any wave of e.m.f. or for any given form of exciting
current the flux wave and impressed wave of e.m.f. may he deter-
mined. Given the following data on the hysteresis loop of a
commercial transformer.
TABLE XII
For ascending values of flux.
I
.50
.34 .60
.58 .70
.77 .80
1.00 1.00
descending
9 I
1.00 1.00
.99 .80
.96 .60
.91 .40
.85 .20
.75

-9')-
.56 -.ao
.25 -.40
-.50
Determine the current wave with a sine wave of impressed e.m.f.
It is evident from previous discussions that the flux
wave, which is prod.uced by a sine wave of impressed e.m.f. is also
a sine wave and. lags behind the impressed e.m.f. by 90 electrical
nenrees, while the induced lags "behind the flux wave "by 90 elec-
trical decrees. Figure 53 shows these waves, also the hysteresis
loop and exciting current produced by a sine wave of e.m.f.
To determine the exciting current having given the hys-
teresis loop and e.m.f. wave. First find the flux wave using the
method, previously given which applies, since
TIavi ng determined the flux wave the exciting current may be found
a3 follows. Choose any value of flux as, ab, Fig. 53. The
corresponding value of flux on the hysteresis loop is given by, cd,
and the current corresponding to^ = cd , is found to be, oa. "ow
Tlot oa, to some predetermined scale, on the line ab which in
figure 55 is represented by ae and. is the proper value of I
ex.
for n^e flux density which was taken. In this manner all points
on the current curve may be located.
Again with a sine wave of exciting current flowing the
Shane of the flux wave produced In the core can be determined and
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from this wave the impressed or induced e.m.f. wave is derived as
shown in figure 54. The data was obtained by the reverse pro-
cess of the method
(^
iven above.
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TABLE XIII
e- e =
9 T T JU. T 9 Q T T 9
28 -.09 .21 1.00 30 120 .995 .003 .0143 122
32 + .12 .20 .952 34 124 .980 .003 .0143 126
36 • 32 .15 . 714 38 128 . 987 .005 .0238 130
40 .47 .12 .571 42 132 .982 .006 .0286 134-L t>^t
44 .59 . 10* JL .476 46 1 36 .976 . 008 .0381 138
48 . 69 .08 .381 50 140 .968 .012 .05 71 142
52 .77 .06 .285 54 144 .956 .013 .062 146
56 . 83 .04 .1905 58 148 .943 .013 .052 150
60 '.87 .04 .1905 62 152 .930 .016 .076 154
64 .91 .03 .1428 66 156 .914 .018 .0858 158
68 .94 .02 .0952 70 160 .896 .018 .0858 162
72 .96 .015 .0714 74 164 .880 .021 .100 166
76 .975 .01 .0476 78 168 .859 .029 .138 170
80 .985 .01 .0475 82 172 .830 .035 .167 174
84 .995 .005 .0238 86 176 .795 .045 .212 178
88 .999 .001 .0047 90 180 .750 .05 .238 182
92 1.00 94 184 .700 .065 .31 186
96 1.00 98 188 .635 .075 .357 190
100 1.00 102 192 .55 .090 .428 194
104 1.00 .001 .0475 106 196 .47 .100 .476 198
108 .999 .001 .0476 110 200 .37 .130 .62 202
112 .998 .002 .00952 114 204 .24 .150 .715 206
116 .995 .003 .0143 118 208 .09 .21 1 .00 210
120 .993 216 -.12 .18
K = 4.762
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WAVE ANALYSIS
It is often of very great importance to know to what
extent higher harmonics enter into the e.m.f. or current waves of
transformers or generators and by the application of "Fouriers
Series" this phenomena may he investigated.
A great many curves having irregular shapes, may "be
expressed in terms of sines and cosines and the general expression
for a function maj "be written,
Y = A„ + At sin 9 + AP sin 29 + A~ sin 39 +
—
A
n sin n9 + B-j_ cos 9 + B2 cos 29 + 35 cos 39 + 3n cos n9.
The conditions which the function (y) must satisfy are:-
(a) That is shall he single valued.
(b) That it shall have only a finite number of maximum and
minimum points.
(c) That it shall be continuous.
Since in general the current or e.m.f. wave from a gen-
erator or transformer satisfy these conditions it is evident that
such waves may be expressed by the general equation as given above.
Therefore, a method must be found by which AQ , A-^, Ag , A^
^1» 32 » 3s ^n ^7 be determined.
First investigate the value of A ; to do this multiply
the general equation as given above by d9 and integrate between
the limits zero and 2n.
/2n p2n 2n 2n 2n
T d<? =1 Aq a<? +1 Ai 3in <P 49 +1 Ag sin £<P a<? A Az sin 3<P &<f
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2n • J2n 2ii 2n
+ A n sin n9 d9 +1 B]_ cos 9 d9 +1 Bg cos 29 d9 +
)
B3 cos00
2n
39 d9 + B
n
003 n9 d9.
Sinoe A n sin n9 d9 is the general sine term the integral of this
expression should equal the integral of all sine terms or,
211 An r l
2n
J
A n sin n? d? = j^-cos n9j =0
hence all sine terms will he zero when integrated between the
limits zero and 2n»
Applying the same reasoning to the cosine terms of the
above expression it is evident that.
Bn cos n9 d9 =
o
and hence all cosine terms will he zero anc there will be le:! 't in
the preneral exnre ssi on
,
~
2n 2n «2ti
y d9 =[ A d9 = A^J - 2n AQ .
o
,2r
'
-'-
'
1 7 49.Lo - SffJ
p2n
But since] y d9 is the area of the original curve it is evident
J
that A eouals the average ordinate of the original curve or
How since the positive lobe of an electrical wave is equal to the
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negative lobe it is evident their sum is zero and therefore A
is zero as may "be seen from the figure given "below.
Fig. 55.
When the neutral axis is displaced from the reference axis AQ will
have a positive or negative value as indicated below.
From the above discussion it is seen that A is in general equal
o
to zero for any wave as produced by an electric generator or trans-
former and will not he mentioned further.
To find A-j_ multiply the general equation "by sin 9 d9
:nd integrate between the limits zero and 2n, or
2n 2n 2n .2n
y sin 9 d9 = A^ sin 9 sin 9 &9 + A 2 sin 29 sin 9 d9 + j
A3
o
2n 2n
sin 39 sin 9 &9 + An sin n9 sin 9 cL9 +
J
Bi cos 9 sin 9 d9
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r
2n
B
2
cos 29 sin 9 d9 +
2n .211
B3 cos 59 sin 9 d9 + Bn cos n 9 sin
9 &9.
It is now necessary to investigate the general sine term
and if its value is zero then all sine terms will be zero except
the first which in reality is,
A^ sin ? d9
hence from the general sine term we have
r
2n
U
A sin n9 sin 9 d9.
n
~2l7
A general solution for sin n9 sin <J> d9 will he given
here and for any other similar integration the same method can he
applied.
cos (n9 + 9)= oos n9 cos 9 - sin n9 sin 9
cos (n9 - 9) = cos n9 cos 9 + sin sin 9
-cos (n9 + 9) + cos (n9 - 9) = 2 sin n9 sin 9
sin n9 sin f m g [|cos (n9 - 9) - cos (n9 + 9) J
= 1 £oos fn - 1) 9 - oos (n + 1) 9_j
Therefore 2n ,2n
sin n9 sin 9 d9 = z
.2n
cos (n-l)9 - <j cos (n+l)9 =
from the above it is evident that all the sine terms except the
first will be zero. The general sine cosine term is Bn cos n9
sin 9 d9 and if this term is zero when integrated as indicated
above it is evident that all sine cosine terms will be zero.
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,2n
3n cos n9 sin 9 d9
It can easily "be shown that,
cos n9 sin 9 = l/2 [sin (n+1) 9 - sin (n-1) 9 ]
and
Bn
,2n -2T1
cos n9 sin 9 d? = 2| J sin fH+1) 9 - -§ J sin
(n-1) 9 d9
"0 o o
= zero.
Therefore all B terms will go to zero leaving in the general ex-
pression, *2TI
y sin 9 d9 =
o °
2n
A
x
sin 9 d9
Since sin2 9 = - - - cos 29
2 2
2n
Ax sin
2 9 d.9 -a a<p -
,2n
A
i cos 29 cL9 = n A-, and
2
2Ti
12"
Y sin 9 d9 = n Ax or
Al
Y sin 9 d9 = —
which shows, that A1 is 2 times the mean
ordinate of the curve re-
presented by Y sin 9. ?o find the value of B_
L
multiply the
original equation "by cos 9 d9 which gives,
y cos 9 d9 = A sin 9 cos 9 d9 + K> sin 29 cos 9 d9 + % sin
59 cos 9 d9 + A^ sin 9 cos 9 d9 + B-j_ cos
2 9 d9 + B2 cos 29
cos 9 d9 + B3 cos 39 cos 9 d9 + Bn cos n9 d9.
How if
this expression is integrated "between the limits zero and 2t; it is
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found that all terns will "be zero except,
2n n£V\
Y oos 9 d9 = E, cos2 9 d9
o o
from which expression it is seen that,
2TT
y cos 9 d9
o
» Bl
-J"
„2n
y cos 9 df
o 2 n
or B = 2 times the mean ordinate of the curve represented "by y
cos
Now, since a conductor on an alternator receives the same
induction when under a north pole as when passing under a south pole,
it is evident that the even harmonics must not he present. If this
he true the value of A
,
A.
,
Ar BQ . 33„ , B,. etc.
c 4 o c 4 b
must he zero and only the odd harmonics 'need he considered.
To find multiply the general expression by sin 39 d9
and integrate between the limits zero and 2n. Again it will he
found that all terms will be zero except the following,
J
2n
y sin d9 = Ag sin
2
S<P d9
= n A5 or A3 is 2 times the mean
ordinate of the curve represented by the equation y sin 59.
In like manner it can he shown that B* = 2 x the mean
ordinate of the curve represented by y cos 39 d9.
The same process is usee" to find A5 and B5
,
A7, and B7
,
A9 and Bq
,
or so many coefficients as desired.
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ITow sinoe A-^ sin 9 and B, cos 9 are waves of the same
frequency, they may be combined in one equation,
and let = sin co
,
B], = cos co. Now since A-j_ is a con-
stant for any particular case it is evident that sin co and cos co
must he constants.
Yi =* Ci sin co sin 9 + Gi cos co cos 9
X, = C1
cos (co - 9)
Therefore if C. and co are known the combined fundamental wavea
which mahe up the total fundamental, or first harmonic, can be
plotted.
From above,
A1
C
= Ci sin* co and 3 " m C-^ cos co.
On sin co Ai
A^ain = = tan co and from the above expressions C n and
Ci cos co B-j_ -1
co can be determined. co is of course the phase displacement of
the fundamental from the original curve.
If Ai and Bi are both positive in sign then co must be in
the first quadrant or must have a value between zero and 90°. If
A-j_ and Bn are both negative in sign then co must be in the third
quadrant. If At is negative and P>i is positive, co must be in the
fourth quadrant and finally if A-i is positive in sign and B-j_ is
negative then co must be in the second quadrant.
Y3 = Ag sin 59 + 3& cos 39.
CS = /As2 + B3
2 tan co5 = 2-
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and
Y5 = A5 sin 59 + B5 cos 59
y *5S + 35^ tan ^5 = -|-
5
Yn = An sin n9 + Bn cos n9
\ " / V* + V tan wn ^n
Since the addition to two sine curves of the same frequency will
give a resultant sine curve of the same frequency it is evident
that the curve represented "by,
^1 = ^1 sin 9 -f cos 9 is correctly re-
presented by,
Y
l
=
°1 003 ^ " ^ and
Y3 = 3 cos (co - 39) etc.
These curves which represent the various harmonics can then he
plotted as one curve since all the terms majr he determined when A^,
A5, A5 An ; B}_, B3, 35 have been determined and the
original curve will be the sum of the various components, or
* - Yl + y3 + *5 + V Tn
To analyze a wave, we first find the instantaneous values
of same by means of the oscillograph or otherwise, through at least
a range of 180 electrical degrees. But since the wave has two
lobes one + and the other - ano both symmetrical with respect to
the axis we need consider only one lobe and by going through the
previous theory it may be seen that the values of A^
,
Bn etc.
hold for 180° as well as for 550°.
How with the instantaneous values of the curve known,
take values every ten degrees or as often as the accuracy of the
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problem demands and make columns of the following,
fa) Angular displace of time.
(b) Column of values of ordinates of data curve = !•
fc) Sin <P.
(d) F sin 9.
(e) cos 9.
(f) F cos 9.
(g) Sin 59.
(h) Cos 59.
(i) F sin 39.
(j) F cos 39.
etc. for as many harmonics as desired.
As is seen the even harmonics (F cos 29 and F sin 29 and
F cos 49 and F 3in 49 etc.) are omitted since in an electrical
machine such as a generator or transformer these harmonics very
sold om exist.
o
Hojf if the ordinates are taken every 10 over the 180
there will he 19 ordinates and since the values at 0° and 180° are
equal, take the average readings of 0° and 180° add these to the
other 17 and divide "by 18. Hence the average of F cos 9, for
instance, would be (l/2(zero reading + 180° reading) + the other
17 readings) * 18.
Since An =
N
^
average of F sin n9
Average F sin n9 = l/2 An
Also Bn = 2 average of F cos n9
Average F cos n9 = 1/2 B
which is the general expression for any harmonic, hence by giving
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n any positive integral value we may investigate as many harmonics
as desired.
The following data for an e.m.f. and current curve has
been obtained from oscillograph records and from this data the
various harmonics have been found as illustrated on the following
pages •
f e l
.245 .50
10 .390 .55
20 .650 .60
30 1.00 .67
40 .740 .73
50 .450 .80
60 .240 .87
70 .128 .94
80 .054 .99
90 00 1.0
100 -.0064 .80
110 -.011 .50
ISO -.015 .23
130 -.025 .03
140 -.043 -.14
150 -.072 -.26
160 -.098 r? m- . do
170 -.155 -.44
160 -.245 -.5
For the e . m
.
f. curve,
/ 2 —2 .2016 or7 o on /
^ Yx =7.2016 + 39 tan ©1 = ^sgo" = wl =
2 7 ^
= Jim* + T5122 tan --*?<*§ - ». - 467° 14Y3 7 248" .0 ~ o3= ~~4o*2
Y
f)
=/7042 + TTT6
2 tan co 5 = I*jf§ = w5 = ft^
For the current curve
,
I, = /ttIC^ + .5^ tan ^ = 411 = 52 ° 52 '
y5 -yTTse
2
+ TU42
2
tan tog =
=$ff = 77° IP'
Y5 = JtTIZ* + Tm2-2 tan C05
= ;$j§ = -88° 53'
3y aoding the values of jlt y3 and y5 in their proper
phase relation it will be found that the e.m.f. wave has more than
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these 3 harmonics and must Toe still further analyzed in order to
determine the complete mathematical equation. While in the cur-
rent curve the harmonics above the 5th are very small and of
no
particular value.
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IPABLB XIV
C^
k
o
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
130
130
140
150
150
170
180
.245
.39
.65
1.0
.74
.45
.24
.128
.054
1
-.0064
-.011
-.015
-.025
-.043
-.072
-.098
-
.165
-.245
CD
0)
CO
.174
. 342
.5
.643
.766
• Sou
.939
.984
.0
.984
.959
• 8u 6
.766
.645
.5
.342
.174
k
Average
2 x Av.
.0679
• ^22
.5
.476
.345
.208-'
.12
.055
7006
7011
7013
7019
t028
7036
7035
7029
.1008
.2016^
<D
VJ
1.0
.984
.939
.866
.766
.643
.5
.342
.174
-.174
-.342
-.5
-.643
-.765
-.85 6
-.94
-.984
-1.0
k
CD
.245
.384 .5
.51 .866
.8661.0
.567 .866
.289 .5
.12
.044 75
.009 7866
-1.0
.001 7866
.004 75
.007
.016 .5
.033 .865
.062 1.0
.092 .866
.155 .5
.245
.195
.390 V
CD
I
k
.195
.563
1.0
.641
.225
-.064
-.046
.006
.005
-.012
-.038
-.078
-.085
.084
.124
.248"
<0
1.0
.866
.5
-.5 -
-.866
-1.0
- .866
-.5
.5
• 866
1.0
.865
.5
- 5
-.866
-1.0
CD
k
.245
.336
.325
.37 •
739 •
724 •
Till-
7027-
7003
7004-
7015-
7022-
t022-
.049
.145
.245
°0
.766
.984
.5
-.342-
-.939-
-.866-
•.179
-.593
1.0
.543
.174
• .865
.939
.342
.5
.984
.765
-.005
-.012 J
Analyzing E, M. P. Curve
5
k
.299
.539
.5
-.255
.422-
•.208
.022
.035
7004
t002
.015
.023
.015
7036
7096
7129
<3
8
cj
k
.02
.04
1.0 .245
.643.251
-.1747133
-.8657856
-.9597695
•.342 7154
712
.126
.5
.984
.766 .042
-.766.005
-.984.011
-.5 .007
.3427008
.9397041
8667062
-.1747017
-.643+108
-1.0 .246
7058
7116
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TABLE XV
CD m $ <&
<D ^ cd <^ $ $ <r> ^ $ ^
$ 4 a £ '4 ^ s £ 4 £ <3 ^
.5 1.0 .5
10 .55 .174 .0956 .984.541 .5
20 .50 .342 .205 .94 .564 .866
50 .57 .5 .335 .866.58 1.0
40 .7o • o4o • 4s™ Rfi AtODO
50 .80 .766 .613 .693.515 . 5
50 .87 O A 6.ODD • / o<t o\j
70 .94 .939 .882 .342.322--.5
80 .99 .984 .974 .174.172 -.856
90 1.0 1.0 1.0 -1.0
100 .80 .984 .785 -.1747139 -.865
110 .50 .939 .469 -.3427171 -.5
120 .25 .866 .199 -.5 7115
130 .03 .766 .023 -.6457019.3.5
140 -.14 .545 -.09 -.756.105 .865
150 - . 25 .5 -.13 -.866.225 1.0
150 -.35 .342 -.123 -.94 .538 .866
170 -.44 .174 -.077 -.984.432 .5
180 -.5 -1.0 .5
Arerage .355 .269
2 x Av • .710 .538
1.0 .5 1 .5
.275 .866 .476 .766 .422 .643.554
.52 .5 .50 .984 .59 71747104
.67 .5 .335 7866758
A^P
-
• 5 342 - .25 79597686
.40 -".865 7693- .939- .754 75427274
-1 ~R7 - • \-J \J \J .754 75 .435
-.47 - . 855 7815- .174- .164 .984.924
-.857 -.5 7495 .645 .637 .765.758
-1.0 1.0 1.0
-.695 .5 .40 .'645 .515 77667614
-.25 .865 .453- .174- .087 79847492
1.0 .23 - .866- .199 75 7115
.015 .865 .026- .939- .028 .342.01
-.121 .5 707 - .342 .48 .94 7131
-.25 .5 - .13 .8667053
-.512 -.5 .18 .984- .354 .1747063
-.22 -.855 .382 .765--.338 -.543.284
-1.0 .5 -1.0 5
-.095 -.021 .051 -.001
-.186 .042 .102 -.002
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VII
POLYPHASE CIRCUITS AM) POWER
The alternating current generator is built in two general
types, that is, rotating field and stationary field. In these two
general types the windings are placed symmetrically on the armature
whether the machine is wound for the generation of single, two or
three phase power.
When the alternator has a rotating field it is evident
that the armature windings are stationary and hence no collector
rings or brushes are required. With a stationary field both
collector rings and brushes must be placed on the machine in order
to collect the current. With the single phase machine two collect
or rings and two brushes are always U3ed with a stationary field
wincing, while a 3-phese machine requires either 6 or 3 rings.
This latter condition is made possible only when the windings are
properly interconnected.
The armature windings of a 3-phase alternator are symmet-
rically spaced and the phase windings, number 1, 2, and 3, are
placed 120 electrical degrees apart. It is, therefore, evident
that the voltages generated in these three windings will be 120
electrical degrees apart and may be represented in time phase by
the following waves. See figure 57.
Prom the above diagram it is seen that wave #1 is 120°
in ad.vance of wave
,f'2 and 240° in advance of wave #3. Hence by
the proper connection of the windings the following diagram is made
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possible. This diagram shows
the vector a, 120° in advance of
o
vector b, and 240 in advance of
vector c. This is known as the
Fir. 59 "Wye" or "Star" connection of
alternators, The three lines are then connecter' to rings at a, b,
and c, and the voltage "between lines is found to "be the vector
difference of the winding vol tares oa and oc, or oa and ob, or ob
and oc as represented in the following diagram. Voltage between
lines a ano c is
,
oa + (-oc) = E^. In the
same manner the other line volt-
age may be found since Eg = oc +
(-ob) and = ob + (-oa). From
the diagram it is seen that E^,
Eo , and E„ are displaced 120
ij » gQ electrical degrees the same as
the voltages of the windings.
The windings of an alternator Liay also be so connected
as to form a closed circuit which may be represented by a delta,
v.s shown belov7.
Fig. 61
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In this case oa, ob and oc represent the voltages generated in the
windings and the line voltage as measured across any two lines
will he in phase and equal to the voltage of the winding connected
to the line under discussion.
The ratio of the line voltage to the winding voltage
for, y, connected armatures (assuming sine waves) is N/T> t;o 1 as
is easily proven from the diagram on page 109, The ratio of the
line current to the winding current when the windings are Z\ con-
nected is JZ 'to 1, assuming balanced load and sine waves of cur-
rent.
Since power is the product of voltage and current, it is
evident that for a single phase machine there will he at least two
pulsations of power output for each cycle.
Let e = E sin 9
i = I sin 9
,
which is assuming the current is in phase
with the voltage.
but
or,
Power = ei = E I sin 9
sin2 9 = 1-1 c 03^2,0
2 2
11 <L>P = ei = E I (-- - cosT"^) which is a quantity varying
at twice the frequency of the voltage or current .
To show that the power output of a polyphase generator
is constant. Sake the case of a two phase alternator and let e-j_
= instantaneous value of voltage of one phase, i = instantaneous
value of current from the same phase, and let e? and ig he the
corresponding values for the second phase. Let the load "be
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"balanced "between the two phase and let he the power factor.
Then the output of phase one is,
P
2
= e
2
i
2
= E
2
I
2
C0G
°^
003 fo(
" ^
P = + Pg = e^^ i
1
+ e2
ig = EL I* sin X sin foC - 9) + Bg Ig
cos o( oos (X- 0)
Bat, En L f Bg Ig 3 B I , and the above equation reduces to,
P =£l, I cos 9 which is constant since was assumed constant.
In like manner the power output, with balanced load, of
a three phase generator may he proven to be P = J S E I cos 9,
where E is the voltage between lines, I is the current in all the
lines and 9 is the power factor angle. This, of course, assumes
a balanced load and sine wave relations of current and voltage.
It has previously been shown that, for sine waves of
voltages, the line voltage is J Cj times the winding voltage in a
"Wye" connected generator. But, since generators do not always
produce a sine wave voltage, it is of interest to see what relation
exists under eztreme cone1 it ions of variation from this condition.
The following tables gives values that have been obtained
from a three phase generator connected in "y" . Where e-^ is the
voltage generated by one phase and e^ is the voltage generated by
the second phase, the windings being 120° apart in space. "A" is
the vector difference of the two waves anr* the ratio between the
line voltage and the winding voltage has been found to be 1*51 to 1
and not 1.73 to 1 as would be the case if the e.m.f. was a pure
sine wave in each coil. On curve sheet number 15 is shown the
two waves plotted to scale in their proper phase position. Ourve
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TABLE XVI
9 e
lJ.
e2 !i " e.z 1
270 -.072 .072
280 .0064 -.098 . 1044
290 .011 -.165 .176
500 .015 -.245 . 26
310 .025 -.39 .415
320 .043 -.65 .593
330 .072 -1.0 1.072
340 .098 -.74 .818
350 .165 -.45 .515
.245 -.24 .185 .06002
10 .39 -.128 .518 .1521
20 .65 -.054 .704 .4225
30 1.0 1.00 1.00
40 .74 .0054 .7336 .547 5
50 .45 .011 .439 .2025
60 .24 .015 .225 .0575
70 .128 .025 .103 .01538
80 .054 .043 .011 .00291
90 .072 -.072
100 -.0054 .098 -.1044 .00004
110 -.011 .165 -.176 .00012
120 -.015 .245 - .26 .00022
130 -.025 .39 -.415 .000625
140 -.043 .65 -.693 .001849
150 -.072 1.0 -1.072 .005184
160 -.098 .74 -.818 .0095
170 -.155 .45 -.615 .02522
180 -.245 .24 -.485
-
. 59 TOO - .olo
200 - . 55 .054 -.704
210 -1.0 -1.0
220 -.74 -.0064 -.7335
230 -.45 -.011 -.439
240 -.24 -.015 -.225
250 -.128 -.025 -.103
250 -.054 -.043 -.011
Mean e^2 = .3735
Mean feu \
z
- o
z
) = .564
Ratio = -t§** - 1.51
.3735
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TABLE VXII
ee
i 2
Q
.l ~ ?2
.245 -.24 /tor.465 . O0O02 .2^52
10 .39 -.128 .518 .1521 .2683
20 • oo -.054 . 704 .4225 ,495o
30 1.0 1 . 00 1 .00 1.000
A /~\40 ft /I.74 r\r\ r a.0064 . 7o3b . o47o .5o73
50 .45 .011 .439 .2025 .1927
60 • .24 .015 .225 .0576 .0506
70 .128 .025 .103 .01638 .0105
80 .054 .043 .011 .00291 .0001
90 .072 -.072
100 -.0054 .098 -.1044 .00004 .0109
110 -.011 .165 -.175 .00012 .031
120 -.015 .245 -.26 .00022 .0676
130 -.025 .39 -.415 .000525 .1722
140 -.043 • 55 -.593 .001849 .480
150 -.072 1.0 -1.072 .005184 1.149
160 -.098 .74 -.818 .0095 .6694
170 -.155 .45 -.515 .02622 .3788
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sheet 17 shows the resultant wave obtained by taking the vector
difference of the above waves
.
If the wave plotted on curve sheet 17 is carefully
analyzed for a triple harmonic it is found that no such harmonic
exists. While each of the component curves has a very pronounced
triple harmonic. The above leachs to the conclusion that the
voltage between lines of a "Wye" connected generator can not contain
a triple harmonic. This is also made very plain by drawing the
three fundamental waves 120 electrical degrees apart and then draw-
ing in the triple for each wave. By this method it is seen that,
since the line voltage is always the difference of potential of
two waves, there can be no difference of potential between the
triple waves as they are in phase with each other.
Again in a "Wye" connected generator the end of all three
windings are connected to one common point, and since the triples
are all in phase with each other it is evident that the free end
of all three windings must he at the same potential. The potential
difference between any of these ends will therefore be zero if only
a triple harmonic exists.
Let i = the instantaneous value of current flowing in a line,
and let i = cos Q -h I3 cos 3 9 -1 I,_ cos 5 9. The effective
p
value of the current will then be mean i
,
and
mean =
2 cos2 9
II d9
2 n J
cos 9
2 I-l I3 cos 39 d9 +
- " -0 2n ~o
2n „2n
I
1
I5 cos 9 P cos2 3 9
.„ 003 a8 53 +j is — ae «.
O
cos2 59 d9
15 2rf
~~



The fact that a three phase alternator can he operated
with three wires is easily shown from the following considerations.
Assume a "Wye" connected alternator with the neutral brought out
as indicated "below.
*7
^j-^ p i g . G4 . f|
Assume balanced load on all three phases and connect all three
phases to the neutral wire as indicated.
The current delivered by phase #1 is,
i = I sint/j
Phase #2,
i2 = Ig sin (oL + 1^0)
Phase #3,
i5 = i3 sin foC+ 240°)
and the current in the neutral must, therefore, he the sum of these
three currents, i neutral = i-, + ig + ig • < In sin + Ig sin (OC+120)
+ I« sin foC + 240), and since balanced load was assumed, i neutral
= I (sin(X + sin (oC+ 120) + sin (oC + 240)), which reduces to zero
and, therefore, the neutral current is zero. Since, the above
shows that for balanced load, the neutral current is zero it is
evident that no neutral wire need be used and the three line wires
are all that are necessary, the load being connected between the
outside lines.
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VIII
POWER MEASUREMENTS
Alternating current power is usually measured by means
of a wattmeter or a combination of wattmeters. The essential parts
of the wattmeter are; fa) current coil which is fixed in position
and through which the load current must pass, (b) voltage coil,
which is movable and so connected that the current through this
coil is proportional to the voltage impressed on the load, as shown
in figure 65.
juuomm, .
Gen. Load
Pig. 65.
The movable or voltage coil of the commercial wattmeter is usually
placed inside the current coil and. has its axis so placed that the
flux produced by the current coil ?/ill be at right angles to the
flux produced by the voltage coil when the later is in the zero
posit i on.
Since the torque acting on the movable coil is proportion
al to the product of the flux produced by the current and voltage
coil, it is evident that this torque will also be proportional to
the prodiict of the currents in these coils provided no iron is in-
troduced in the magnetic circuit.
"low let i = I sin [oC - Q) = any sine wave of current flowing
in the current coil and let e = E sin be the e.m.f. impressed
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on the coil. The field produced by the current coil -.Till "be
K I sin (at - Q) where K is a constant depend img on the construc-
tion of the coil. The current in the potential coil will "be
---i-—-, where Z is the impedance of the voltage coil. Sow if
2
2 is not so made that r is very great in comparison to x, it is
evident that the current in the voltage coil will not he in phase
with E sin and will not produce a magnetic field proportional
at each instant to E sin OC • However, the commercial wattmeter
r is made very small and r very large so that the above error is
very small indeed, and it is safe to say,
i in volta-e coil = 5<ji5i*- .
r
The torque is then,
K sin (oC - Q) E !-§i9-£l
r
51JLI sinoC sin [PC - 9)
r
X T E I 2a si n o( c03 q - sinoc oosoCsin 0.
r
Now if the voltage coil is held so that its magnetic field is
always at right angles to the magnetic field of the current coil,
the average torque is,
l
2 n
„
-
—
J
-- sinoC cos - si;o< co OC sin
r
= 11-51- ooo
t> r
= K" -5 cos = average torque,
\7hen E is the effective value of voltage, and I is the effective
value of current, then the average torque indicated by a wattmeter
of this type is IV1 E I cos 0, and it is seen that the commercial
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wattmeter can "be so calibrated that its indication is equal to U I
cos 9, where E is the effective voltage, I the effective current,
and Q is the angle of lag or lead.
Power Measurementa of Three Phase Circuits.
It has already been shown that the power output of a
three phase generator with balanced load and sine wave current and
voltage is P = E I J~3* where E is the effective line voltage,
and I is the effective line current, P, of course, is the total
power output in watts.
In the following diagram assume that the positive direc-
tion of flow of current is from the neutral as indicated by the
Fi£. 06.
of voltages. Let i-^, ig and i^ "represent the instantaneous values
of current and let cos 9 = the power factor. Uow according to
Kirchoff s Law the current leaving a junction must equal the current
flowing into the junction, or i-i + ig + ig = 0. Prom which it is
seen -i = i_ + i_ , and since the total rower of any three phase
c 1 o
circuit is P = e^ i^ + e^ ig + e^ ig by substitution = e n i, +
9% ("in ~ ig) + e5 ig = i-i ( e i ~ Qz ^ + ^"d ^ e '5 ~ e2 ^ * which shows
that it is only necessary to use tuo wattmeters connected as in
figure 57 .

-1 °° _
rJULHJUUUtJr
1
ir
Fig. 67.
The vector diagram for the above wattmeter connection
fasstunin- balanced load and sine wave relations) is shown in fig.
68.
Pip. 68.
Wattmeter fl reads, i-^ (e-^ - e^)
Wattmeter #1 reads, 38- I- cos (30° + ©)
Wattmeter fZ reads, i~ (e^ - e9 )o o &
Wattmeter #2 reads, Eg l„ cos (30° - 0}
Total power is i-j_ (e-|_ - es ) + lg (e^ - eg)
Total power is En I n cos (30° + 9) + fin. I* cos (30° - Q)
The above equations show that two wattmeters properly connected are
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sufficient for the measuremGnt of three phase power.
Let E,
eff>
= E
2 eff# = S3 eff m
= LOO
I
i eff.
= !
asff.
= r
a eff.
= 1,00
Find power output for 9 = zero to = 90°.
TABLE XVIII
cos (30° + Q) cos (30° - 0) W2 Wl + W2
• 866 .865 .856 • 855 1.732
10 .766 .939 .766 .939 1.705
20 .642 .984 .642 .984 1.626
30 . .500 1.000 .500 1.000 1.500
40 .342 .984 .342 .984 1.326
50 .173 .939 .173 .939 1.112
60 .000 .865 .000. • 855 .866
70 -.173 .766 -.173 .766 .593
80 -.342 .542 -.342 .542 .300
90 -.500 .500 -.500 .500 000
The curve on page 1233110773 these data plotted to sc
from which is seen the variation of output of a three phase
generator with varying power factor hut const ant potent ial
conjtant current.
EXAMPLE
A three phase, 100 volt circuit has resistances 6 ohms,
8 ohms, and 8 ohms connected "between the line wires. Find the
readings of the two wattmeters fW^ and W2 ) when connected as 3hown
below. w,
W2
/op I
fOO
1
Fi"-. 70.

F/g. 69.
Cur/e 5heef /S.
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Surrent In "branch (1)
Current in "branch (2)
Current in branch (3)
.
10Q13
8
1QQ
5
is
is -5
-
12.5 amperes.
15. 56 amperes.
12.5 anroeres.
Fir. 71. , .
V. ^ >
lx m 1^ + (-Ia ) = 21.7
I 3 =» I c + (-lb) = 25 - 35
Prom the construction of the figure it is evident that angle co
o
120 and,
T — 1 2 4_ T 2
1
- 2 I
c
Ib cos 120 - 25.35
21 .7
a dIn = I«2 t lb2 " 2 I It oos
120°
By construction Q-j_ = 30
I-
o
I' =12.5 + 16.5 sin 50 = 20.8
c
a 14.38
9 = 34 41 1 .
I" = 16 .5 cos 60
c
_ 14.34 /. ao
• 9„ = 60° - 34° 41' = 25° 19 '
.
3
Oos 0^ = .9039.
o
W = B I1 cos t>a
- 100 x 21.7 x cos 30° --- 1878 watts.
W* = E la cos *. = 100 x 25.55 x cos
25° 19'
-
2288 watts
Total power = 1878 + 2288 = 4166 watts.
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Solution of the same problem "by complex quantities.
A ^
i
>\> 1
\ I
I. = I n cos 120° + j I Bin 120°a a d but -I is I rotated
through 180° which can he done by multiplying by j .
-I = j
2
I cos 12 0° + j
3
I sin 120°
a a a
=
-I cos 120° - j I_ sin 120°
II = 1^ f Ia cos
120° - j I fi sin 120°
-=1, + .51 - j .866 Inb a a
I
x
= 12.5 + 6.25 - j 10.02 = 21.7 amp.
10.82
tan
9-l
= jg-yj los 2i = .8
A^ain. 1=1 cos 240
c c
- j I sin 240
c
.5 I + .866 j I I„ = -I, + I
•3
• b - c
I3 = -12.5 - 8.33 + j 14.44 = 25.34
*n/„ = !§^f = 1.443 = 55° 17'r o 14.44 r o
-fit-
0" = 25" 17' Cos Qrr= .904

I, = 100 X 21.7 x .855 = 1878 watts.
W
g
= 100 x 25.34 x .904 = 2288 watts,
W1 + W2 = 4155
Check, Ea la = 1250 1250
155'
E I l- Iv+ B„ I = 4155 watts,a a o b go
Either method may he used to solve problems of this
general character although the latter method seems to he the least
complicated. In any case the 'power factor of the load need not
be unity in order to lead to a simple solution by these methods.
Problem. Given three resistances connected in Y as
illustrated in figure 73. Find the current in each resistance
and the power- consumed by the resistances.
If,
vUXUJUU/r
muuuuuuuu
£a(r'O0
'—ac
Fig, 7.r5.
Using the diagram as illustrated in figure 74 the follow-
ing equations may readily be developed.
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B foe) = a - j "b
E (ob) = -(130 -a) - j b
E (oa) = a - 50 + j (.866 - b)
T a - j b a . bMoc) q— ~~ 8 " J 8
t j _ . — =L10Q_ = _al_ r _j_b a _ 100 _ i
T
a - 50 + j (86.6 z _b) a 50 .86.6 . b
(oa) g ~ " 6 " 6
+ J g" 3 6
Since the algebraic sum of the currents meeting at a
junction must always reduce to zero, it is evident that the alge-
braic sum of the horizontal and vertical components of these cur-
rents must reduce to' zero.
Hence
» a a 100 a
_
50
_ n
8 + 8 "8~ o " 6 u
n-ifl D \l ib 86.6 _ nand,
- 8 ~ g " g + -
"hence, a = 50 and b = 34.64.
1(00)'== |Q - j = 7-59 amperes.
I(ob) - §| - M« - J »j« - V.59 amperes.
t _ 50 oO • 86.6 * 34.64 ftBmfltPfla1/ _
x
— *- - - - + j — -- = j — -— = o . Okj amperes.
( oa J 6 o o o
Reel rawing the diagram to conform to the new values of currents
which have been determined we have figure 75
,
which locates the
neutrrl point.
I (qo) = 6.25 - j 4.33
T {ob) = -5 ' 25 " J' 4 * 33
t(oa) = + J 8 - 53 -
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• 75.
The voltage B/ q\= 8 x 7.59 = 50.7 volts.
The foltage E(
oli) )= 8 x 7.59 = 50.7 volts.
The volta~e 3/„ \ = 5 x 8.33 = 50.0 volts.
Power consumed in branch,
oo = 50.7 x 7.59 = 441 watts,
oh = 50.7 x 7.59 = 451 watts,
oa = 50 x 8.33 = 415.5 watts,
and the total power consumed is,
2 x 451 + 415.5 = 1338.5 watts.
Wattmeter is actuated "by the current in oa and the volt-
afire I (a b)'
wl = Eab x 8.33 x cos 30 = 721 watts.
W2 EljG x 7.59 x cos = 525 watts.
Total power = + Wg = 1345 watts, which value checks close-
ly with that obtained above.
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IX
TV/0 PHASE - 3$EREE PHASE EEAilSFOEMATIOS
It is often desirable to transform two phase power to
three phase power and to accomplish this the 'Scott System" was
developed. This system consists of two single phase transformers
having the following rr.tios.
Transformer A, Ep = 100 V. E s = 100 V.
Transformer B, E
p
= 100 V. E
s
= 86.6 V.
The proper connection of these transformers is as shown below.
Ep=/oo
Fig. 76.
From the above figure it is evident that one 3ide of
the 86.5 volt secondary transformer A is connected to the middle
point of the 100 volt secondary of transformer B. Eg in each
case represents the three phase voltage and is 100 volts, while
E in each cc.se represents the primary voltage wMch is impressed
on each transformer and E impressed on transformer A is out of
P
phase by 90 electrical degrees with Ep of transformer B«
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Another scheme used to show the connections a little
more clearly is shown bel^w.
4>
T
fnmmm
Pig, 77.
How assume that E* in each case = 100 volts and assume I in the
line = 100 amperes, the load being pure resistance.
The volt amperes of transformer A = 100 x 85.6 - 8660.
The volt amperes of transformer B - 100 x 100 = 10000,
and the total volt amperes will be 18660. The power in a three
phase circuit is E and substituting the above values of S
and I we have
,
V/atts = 1.73 x 100 x 100 = 17320,
while the volt amperes = 18660, from which it is evident there
must be a power factor even with non-inductive load, and that the
connection is not as effective as with the transformers operating
.
. 17320 qo 7
Bingle r-hase. The ratio of effectiveness being =
or the output of the two transformers is reduced 7.5$ by this
connection.
Uow let us investigate more closely the phase relation
of currents and voltages in both the two phase and the three phase
windings . From the above discussion it is evident that the volt
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age in winding ob is 90° out of phase with the voltage in oc , and
90° out of phase with the voltage in oa, since oa and oc are in
•hase with each other.
By applying Kirchoff's laws we may determine the phase
position of the three voltages represented in the figure below, as
nEbc'
E
ac
and Eab«
&(be)
(o6J
£(oc)
-AAMAAAV\r
fee)
Assume that the counter clockwise direction of rotation is the
direction of positive flow of current in any closed circuit of the
net work and the positive direction of potential, Tnan,
™ Eoc + "be Eab =
Ebc ob Eoc
Eac ~ Boa - s 00 = o
3ac = Eoa " EoP
Eab ^V ? Eob =
E
ab -
"E
ob
- E
oa
*ow assuming sine wave relations it is evident that
^ may be represented in phase
position as in Pig. 79, and its
effective value is,
P 2WT +86.5 = 100
Since 003^= .5 = 60°
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Arain E may "be represented in a vector diagram if signc ao
waves of voltages are assumed and since E - -E ^ - EQa the dia-
gram will "be as shown in Fig. 80, and its effective value will "be
~ +86.6 = 100
Since cos<* = .5 Of = 60°.
Fin:. 60.
How since Eoa and Eoc are in phase with each other and since EaG
E + E the vector diapram is represented "by a straight line
oa oc *
as in fig. 81,
ana E = r'0 + 50 = 100.
ac
Combining these vectors we have the following diagrams.
c
Fie. 81.
> EfacJ
£(oo)
Iff. 82. Pier. 83.
Tables XIX and XX show the calculated results for obtain-
ing the instantaneous values of these waves and figure 84, curve
sheet 19, show the waves plotted to scale and in their proper
phase relation. In this table the maximum value of t \e three
phase voltages is taken as unity.
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TABLE XIX
oi1 -Eoa Eoa + E
Q E
ob -Eob ^oa=Eoc Eob-Eoc "Eoo "S h oi + oG
-.50 .50 .50 .5 -1.0
10 .150 -.150 -.4a2 .642 .492 .542 -.984
20 .296 -.295 -.469 .756 .469 .175 -.959
30 .433 -.433 -.435 .866 .435 -.866
40 • 556 -.555 -.583 .939 .383 -.175 -.756
50 • 663 — • 5 6 3 -.521 .984 .321 -.542 -.642
60 .750 -.750 -.250 1.00 .250 -.50 -.500
70 .813 ' -.813 -.171 .984 .171 -.642 -.542
80 .653 -.853 -.085 .939 .085 -.756 -.175
90 .866 -.856 .856 -.856
100 .853 -.853 .086 .766 -.086 -.959 .175
110 .913 -.813 .171 .642 -.171 -.984 .542
120 .750 -.750 .250 .500 -.250 -1.00 .500
130 • 663 -.663 .521 .342 -.521 -.984 .642
140 • 555 - .555 .383 .173 -.583 -.959 .765
150 .453 -.433 .433 -.435 Of'*- .boo . 855
160 .295 -.295 .469 -.173 -.469 -.765 .939
170 .150 -.150 .492 -.542 -.492 -.642 9.84
180 .50 -.50 -.50 -.500 1.0
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1 DOloU U u
too n ^n 1 RO
^ O A
-.fc/ Jo O O A
T O
—
•
'± >JtJ • 'iOO
00 o
— • oo a C C ^• DO O
o ^ oe O J - • ooo C C T• OOO
240 -.750 .750
250 -.813 .813
250 -.853 .853
270 -.85 5 .856
280 -.853 .853
290 -.815 .813
300 -.750 .750
310 -iOOO .553
320 -.55 5 .556
330 -.433 .433
340 -.295 .296
350 -.150 .150
350
TABLB XX
Bob
oa=Eoc Eob"*Eoc
c
. o — . 9U
—
• O'ie
—
• / oo
.433 - .856
.383 -.959
.321 -.984
.250 -1.00
.171 -.984
.086 -.959
-.855
-.086 -.755
-.171 -.642
-.250 -.500
-.521 -.342
-.383 -.175
-.455
-.459 .175
-.492 .542
-.5 .50
-^oc _Eoa-^olD i,:oa + E
—
. O U — • o i on± . ou
AQO
—
. O'iC
—
• '±0 J -I 111)
-.455 .866
-.383 .175 .766
-.321 .342 .642
-.250 .50 .50
-.171 .642 .342
-.086 .766 .173
.856
.086 .959 .173
.171 .984
.250 1.00 .50
. 32
1
.984 .642
.385 .959 .766
.455 .856 .856
.459 .755 .939
.492 .642 .984
.50 .50 1.00
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Current Relations
It has previously "been shown that the currents in the
three phase lines are equal for balanced load. It would then
naturally follow, since, transformer A has 80.6^ as many turns in
its secondary winding as transformer B that there would be 13.3%
more ampere turns on transformer B both primary and secondary as
there would be on transformer A both primary and secondary and
hence the load would not be evenly distributed between the two.
This, however, is not the case as will be shown. By application
of Zirchoff 's Law, (i.e.) "The current entering a junction must
be equal to the current leaving the junction", we may determine
the phase position of the various currents with respect to any
voltage that is applied to the net work.
Referring to fig. 78, let us assume that the positive
direction of flow of current is away from the junction and that
the current entering the junction is negative. Then it is evi-
dent that,
(1) -xac + xab + la -
(2) X
cb
"
~ab
T —1 b
(3) + Xac 1 cb 85
la - *ac " lab
h - *« "'"ab
J
c
=
"ac " Tcb
ITow we know that the current I c^ is in phase with the
voltage E , ; Iao is also in ph se with Eac and Ialj is in phase
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with E - since the load is resistance the following diagram will
ah
show the proper phase relations, /^b^i^t,)-^
\
\
\
E(ob)
x
r
/
la ~I(oc) I(ob)
E(acJ
Tc - IfrcJ ~ I(ci)
rlg« 85.
An inspection o.f the above diagram will show that current
in transformer coil oa is 30° out of phase with the induced volt-
age in coil oa and that it is leading, while the current in coil
oc is lagging by the same angle behind the voltage induced in coil
oc. The current in coil ob is in phase with the voltage inrucec5
in coil ob. The power output of transformer B is,
E I = 86.6 x 100 = 8560 watts
Power output of coil oa is EI cos 30
- 50 x 100 X .856 = 4330 watts
Power output of coil oc = B I cos 30°
= 5- x 100 x .855 = 4330 watts.
Output of transformer A is 4330 + 4330 = 8660 watts which is e >ual
to the output of transformer B. The total output is 8560 + 8650
= 17520 watts, which checks with our original output given bj the
equation watts = E I >/5~I
' There still remains the cjuestion of the greater number
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of ampere turns in the secondary of transformer A than in the sec-
ondary of transformer B, and if this were true the primary currents
of the two transformers would not he equal. Assume transformer
B has 85.5 turns on the secondary, then with 100 amperes flowing
there would he 8550 ampere turns (active). Assume transformer
A has 100 turns and 100 amperes flowing, it would seem that there
should he 10000 ampere turns acting on the flux. This is not the
o
case however, since the current in coil oc is lagging 50 and the
current in coil oa is leading 30°. Or we may say that in coil
oc there is a wattless component of current tending to demagnetize
the core equal to 100 x sin 30° = 50 ampere turns and in the
coil oa there is a component of current tending to magnetize the
core equal to 100 x sin 30° = 50, the two Just neutralize each
o
other and the effective ampere turns will he 100 x cos 30 -f 100
x cos 30° = 173 amperes acting on 50 turns or 8550 effective amp-
ere turns which is the same as for transformer 13. The primary
currents of the two transformers are therefore equal, and the load-
is equally divided "between the two.
The core loss will be the same in these two transformers
whether they act as two single phase transformers or are connected
for two -hase three phase trans ferret ion. The I^R loss of trans-
former A will, however, he slightly greater when operating under
the latter conditions and the efficiency of the comhined units
will he slightly lower than when operating as single phase units.
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TRAITbFOBmSRS IN OP^iJ A
Three single phase transformers are often 'ised to trans-
form from a given voltage to some lov.rer or igher voltage as in-
dicated in fig. 86.
/oo 7o Lo<zr<d
I K
/oo
/OO Tp Zog?^ y
/OO
/oo
To Z-oaeJ \ y
•
' Fig. 86.
Let us assume that the load is balanced and that the line current
is 100 amperes. The power output then is, '. 5 B I cos 0. If
cos 9 is unity then the power is J'«3 x 100 x 100 = 17,300 watts.
If transformer coils ac and a'c 1 are removed from the circuit it is
evident that the voltage relations will remain unchanged, see fig.
.
a
67.
/oo
/oo
Vcfln n (i I c' 1
1 V
1
k \
In the original case the current in each secondary coil,
100
with 100 amperes in the line i 57.8 arnpe re s , wh i ch we wi 1
1
assume is full load current for the secondary windings. In the
3econd connection the line current must he the same as the load
current and, therefore, can not exceed 5 7.8 amperes.
The output of the two transformers operating in open
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delta will "be /3~E I cos 8 and if coo is unity as in the original
case the output will be 100 x 57.8 = 10,000 watts, which is
a reduction in output of 42 .2$, when we might expect the reduction
to have been 35 l/3# since one third the transformer capacity. was
removed
•
Again consider the open delta connection as shown in
figure 68.
(a) - I3 + Ix
fa) - I- - I3
-(b) + Fg - tg T o
ft) = Ig - Ig
w
(Si
J
T
Tq told
Fig. 88.
Let us assume the current supplied to the loan lags behind the
line voltages , % and S 3 by the angle as shown in figure 89.
Fig. 89.
fhe current in line (a) is the vector difference Ii - Ig and the
current in line (b) is the vector Difference - 13- :l0v7 since
3n = So = B* = B and since current fa) - current fb) , the powe*l a &

—
-L L£ ±—
delivered will "be,
P = E a cos (9 + 30°) + E a cos (9 - 30°)
P m B a cOo (9 + 30°) + cos (9 - 30°)
= 2 E a cos 9 cos 30
= 2 x .866 x E x a x cos 9.
Assume as in the previous case, that 9 = zero. Then the power
output of two transformers operating open delta will he, 2 x .866
x E x a, where E = secondary voltage and a = the coil current, which
shows the output of two transformers operating open delta will he
57.8^, the output of three transformers of the same capacity when
operating as in figure 87.
^_2Penj4_ 5_x_ .856_x_^_x_a_ ^ ^
P ^ * 1.73~E x lT73 a"

XI
ALTERNATING CURBEUT QSHERAfOE
The alternating current generator consists of two electric
al circuits, i.e. the armature and field. The armature may "be
either the rotating or stationary type and its windings must be
arranged to generate the proper phase voltage and to carry the re-
quired amount of current. The previous discussion gives a general
idea of the spacing of the windings when polyphase power is desired.
In general the alternator characteristics are much more
difficult to predetermine than the characteristics of the transform-
er and it is impossible to reach the same degree of accuracy in the
calculation of this type of machine. However, very good results may
he obtained by properly combining the various constants and this
chapter will be devoted to the discussion, determination and appli-
cation of the alternating curreng generator constants.
The variables which effect the calculations may be
tabulated as follows:
1. Saturation curve characteristics.
2. Friction and windage.
3. Variable value of self inductance of
ar me, tur e wi n<3 ings •
4. Armature resistance.
5. Armature reactions.
In general it may be said that the decrease in terminal
4
volta'-e is due to three factors, armature resistance, reactance
ano the demagnetisation of the field caused by armi.ture reactions.
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The two latter terras are 30Dietime3 grouped into one term and desig-
nated as "synchronous reactance' 1 , which is considered as an ohmic
reactance of some predetermined value.
Considering this to be the case the equivalent circuit
of the alternator may he reduced to a resistance and reactance con-
nected in series as shown in figure 90.
WWW-
A,
Fig. 90.
Where E Q = total induced voltage/
e = terminal voltage,
r = armature resistance,
x = synchronous reactance.
If we consider these terms as having definite values, the regula-
tion of the machine, operating under various conditions of load
may easily he determined since,
S = e + J- & = e
o • *
(i + j i^) (r + j x)
= e + ir - i- x + j (i-j_r + 1 %\
Bo — e when expressed inand the regulation of an alternator is
percent
.
The following problem will illustrate this method (known
as the first approximation)
.
Problem,
Let r = 10$
x = 40$
e m 100/5
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Calculate the regulation of' the generator, (a) when the load is
maintained constant at 100% and the P«3P. is varied from QOfa lag to
60j6 lead, (Id) when the total current is maintained constant at
100% and the P. IT. is varied from 50^ lag to QQf lead. Plot regula-
tion curve for each condition of loading.
Solution.
8. * e +1 2* e + (i
o .
ji ) (r + j x)
= e + ir - i-j_ x + j f i-j_r + i x)
If we assume that the power output is constant, then i is constant
and equal to unity.
Let I = total current,
i a power component of current,
i_ss wattless component of current.
TALLIN XXI
1.7.
I
i
e
i r
e + 1 r - i x
(e 4- i r - i-,x)
hr
1 X
iir + i x
,. . .2(i-,r + 1 x)
&Reg.
Lag Lead
.60 .80 1.00 .80 .50
1.56 1.25 1.00 1.25 1.56
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
-1.33 -.75 1.00 .75 1.33
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
.10 .10 .10 .10 .10
-.532 -.30 .30 .532
1.632 1.40 1.10 .80 .558
2.66 1.96 1.21 • 64 .258
-.133 -.075 .075 .133
.40 .40 .40 .40 .40
.267 .325 .40 .475 .533
.0713 .1058 .15 • 226 .284
1.55 1.44 1.17 .930 .742
.65 .44 .17 -.07 -.258
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Regulation Constant Total Current I = 1.00
TABLE XXII
. 60 .80 1.0 .80 . 60
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
.50 .80 1.00 .80 .50
.80 .50 60 .80
1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00
.06 .08 .10 08 06
17.0
—
. KjCs -.24 .24 .52
1.38 1.32 1.10 .84 .54
1.905 1.744 1.21 .706 .409
-.08 -.06 .05 .08
.24 .32 .40 .52 .24
.22 .26 .40 .58 . 52
.048 .057 .15 .144 .102
1.397 1.345 1.17 .922 .714
.397 .345 .17 -.078 -.285
P.F.
I
i
h
e
i r
ilX
.
e + 1 r - i^x
(e + i r - inx)
1 x
i 1r + i x
fi.r + i x)
E
R§g.
Tables XXI and XXII have been derived from the above
theory and the results of these tables may be seen plotted to soale
on curve sheet 20, figure 90.
A second method of calculating the regulation of an alter-
nator is based on the following assumptions.
It has been found that the equation of the saturation
curves of most alternators is very closely approximated by the fol-
lowing, y i
E =
1 v
where £ = the no load terminal voltage and i is the field current
f
K and being constants of the magnetic circuit. Assuming this
equation to be true we may find the saturation curve for any alter-
nator provided two points on the curve are known.
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Let us take the following data,
E = 1 1*1
iff • r-E = . o l = . o
from which data we find Z = 1.5 and K, = .5.
lowing values of i we may determine E and the
shown in Table XXIII.
TABLE XXIII
•
1 E
.4 .500
.5 .500
.5 .592
.7 .778
.8 .851
.9 .931
1.0 1.000
1.1 1.064
1.2 1.125
1.4 1.235
l.o 1.333
1.8 1.420
The curve figure 91 is plotted from the above data and
represents the open circuit voltage plotted against field current
for an alternating current generator. The values, of course, are
e:rrress in percent of normal values.
How let F = the field excitation at no load necessary
to give normal voltage and let P = the field excitation at full
En
load to give normal voltage. Assume F = x 1 which would
E
he absolutely correct if the saturation curve was a straight line
passing through the origin.
To find the regulation of an alternator by the second
method, calculate EQ as in method number one.
Then for the . fol-
saturation curve as

148
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From the previous flat a it is seen that the ratio - is
E
unity, hence for any calculation PQ = EQ . Having found P (
from the saturation curve we may find the corrected value of E
q
or E' which is more nearly the correct value of B • The regula-
o * o
gi
_ 2
tion will then "be .
E
The second method gives values of regulation somewhat
lower than the first and it is probable that the first method gives
too great a regulation while the second gives values which are too
small. Table XXIV shows the results of calculating the original
machine first with constant power output and varying powerfactor
,
and second with constant total current output and varying power
factor
.
The results of this table are seen plotted to scale on
curve sheet 21, figure 92.
TABLE XXIV
Constant Power.
P.P. ^0 F* TP
»
-J Reg.
Lag . 6 1.55 1 .65 1 . 36 • 36
Lag .8 1.44 1.44 1.25 .25
1.0 1.17 1.17 1.11 .11
I e ad .8 .93 .93 .955 -.045
Lead • o .742 .742 .81 -.19
C o ns tant Ourre nt
.
Lag .6 1.397 1.397 1.23 • 23
Lag .8 1.345 1.345 1.205 .205
1.0 1.170 1.170 1.11 .11
Lead .8 .922 • 22 .95 -.05
Lead . o .714 .714 .795 -.205
Before taking up the third and last method of voltage
regulation it is necessary to study the effect of armature reac-
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tions on the operation of single and polyphase machines. For the
sake of simplicity we will consider concentrated windings, (i.e.)
the windings of one phase hunched together in one slot.
'The following discussion of armature reaction will he
"based on the above assumptions.
Armature Reactions. Single Phase.
Consider the winding of a single phase machine concentrat
ed as shown in figure 93 . The equation for the voltage is,
e = E sin 9,
and if we assume the power factor =
cos °C , then i = I sin (9 - °<-),
and since the magneto -motive -force
fm.m.f.) is the produce of the cur-
Fifir. 93
rent and turns, T, through which it flows it is evident that,
m. m. f. - I T sin (0 -<*)
and the effective component or component which is parallel to the
field will he,
I T sin (9 -oC) co!
and since,
9 Eff. m.m.f. = I T sin (9-et) cos 9
which is a quantity having double the frequency of the angle 9.
The average value of the effective m.m.f. will now be
found
.
Av. eff. m.m.f. = --
2n
I T sin (9 - cos 9 d9
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1
2n
J
,2n
I T sin 9 cos oC oos - --
2n
2n
I T sin <*C cos 9 d9
Since^C is assumed as constant we may write,
Av.eff. m.m.f. = ------ I T
2n
'l
o2n
3 1 n cc
sin cos 9 I T
2n
o &
,2ii
cos 9 d9
= - - I T sinoC t for a single phase generator.
If the power factor is unity the average eff. m.m.f, is,
1
2H
r
2n
I T sin cos 9 d9 = , from which it is
seen that there is no average demagnetizing component of armature
reactions when the power factor is unity*
How let us consider the polyphase winding and for conven-
ience we will use the three phase armature, the windings "being dis-
placed 120 electrical degrees. Let us assume that the e.m.f.
of the first phase is as illustrated in figure 93 , or
e^ = E 3 in 9
e2 = E sin (9 - 120°)
e» = E sin (9 - 240°)and
then % m' I sin (0 -<ss£ )
i = I sin (9 -ex - 120°)
i- = I sin (9 -oc - 240°)
The effective component of phase ,fl will he,
m.m.f. = I I sin (9 -o( ) cos 9, for phase fZ %
m.m.f. * II sin (9
-oC - 120°) cos (9 - 120°) , and
for phase §3 m.m.f. a I I sin (9 -oC - 240°) cos (9 - 240°), and
the total m.m.f. will he the sum of all these values at any in-
stant •
The average eff. m.m.f. will therefore he,
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Av. eff. m.m.f. = ^j-
2n
I I sin ( 9 -oC ) cos d9 + |= sm
(9 - oC - 120 )
cos [0 - 120°) dQ + s-2n
(Q _ 240 ) dQ
,2n
T sin (Q -oC - 240 ) cos
a * I I I sin oC or for an n phase machine
,
m.m.f. = - - I T sinQ(.
Tahle XXV and curve sheet numher 22 show the variation
of the demagnetizing component and shifting component of armature
reactions from instant to instant for one complete cycle. It is
evident from the figure that the shifting component, which is re-
2presented "by sin 9, has an average value of .5 and that the average
value of the demagnetizing component sin 9 cos 9 is zero, there-
fore the total average armature reaction with uiity power factor
is equal to .5.
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TABLE XXV
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Q Sin 9 Cos 9 (2) x (3)
p
Sin 9 (4) + (
1.00
20 .342 .939 .321 .117 .438
40 .642 .766 .484 .412 .896
60 .865 .500 .433 .750 1.180
80 .984 .173 .171 .968 1.139
100 .984 -.173 -.171 .968 .797
120 .865 -.500 -.433 .750 .317
140 .642 -.755 -.484 .412 -.072
150 .342 -.939 -.521 .117 -.204
180 -1.00
200 -.542 -.9 39 .321 .117 .438
220 -.642 -.756 .484 .412 .896
240 -.855 -.500 .433 .750 1.180
250 -.984 -.173 .171 .968 1.139
280 -.984 .173 -.171 .958 .797
300 -.866 .500 -.433 .750 .517
320 -.542 .766 -.484 .412 -.072
540 -.342 .939 -.321 .117 -.204
350 1.00
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Another point of interest is found in a study of the
effectiveness of the demagnetizing component as compared with the
shifting component of armature reactions.
Figures 95, 96 and 97 show the various positions of the
armature coils for maximum current with different power factors,
and a study of these figures will at once show the action of arma-
ture m.m.f. on the field magnets. Again, it may he seen that the
reluctance of the magnetic path of the armature flux in figure 95
is much greater than in either of the two following fi mires. From
which we may draw the conclusions that the power or energy current
is not as effective as the wattless current in producing flux in
the armature
•
It is also evident that the self-inductance of an arma-
ture winding in position as shown in figure 95 is greater than in
either of the two following positions, and hence, the power com-
ponent of current produces a greater reactive drop in the armature
than is produced by the wattless current.
The total field impressed must therefore be the vector
sum of the resultant field and the armature reactions.
Having the saturation curve for a particular machine we
may proceed to calculate the field characteristics as follows.
From the diagram it is evident that the value of n in ampere turns
corresponds to the voltage e + i r _ i-,x, since this flux or m.m.f.
is 90° in advance of e + i r - l^x
, Therefore for any calculat-
ed value e + i r - i-jX we may find the corresponding value of n
directly from the saturation curve, since this is the real component
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of voltage or is the voltage which would exist at the terminals of
the machine on open circuit with the field excited to a value cor-
r 'Sponding to n, and IT = crmature turns per pole per phase.
Since 1 1/2 /2 II is a constant for any particular
machine we may call this term M and the armature reactions then
reduce to I II. But I = i + j i^, and we may write,
Arm. reactions = i M + j i^M.
This would be the proper way to hanole the armature reactions of a
machine of the round rotor type, hut it has already been shown that
when a machine has definite pole frame the effectiveness of the
energy component of current is not as great as the wattless com-
ponent. Therefore it is necessary to have two values of ffi, (i.e.)
m and m^ and our equation for armature reactions becomes,
Arm. reactions = i m + j in m-^ ,
the flux produced the resultant m.m.f. and this m.m.f. is the vec-
tor sum of the impressed field m.m.f. and the armature m.m.f. or
armature reactions as is shown in the diagram.
Let the resultant m.m.f. be resolved into two components
at 90° to each other the vertical component n and the horizontal
comj)onent n'. Then for the general expression we may write,
Resultant m.m.f. = j n + n*.
LIow let the field m.m.f., necessary to overcome the armature reac-
tions, be resolved in a like manner into two components as represent
ed in the diagram. Then the armature reaction m.m.f. = j m^ + m.
It has already been shown that the armature reactions of a three
phase alternator may be represented by the equation 1 1/2' 2 I U.
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I = eff. current per phase.
In the third method of calculating armature reactions
we will not consider the armature reactance and armature reactions
grouped together, "but will treat each as a separate quantity.
rrr.rn-f fo overcome arm. reacf/ons
Impressed f/e/c/rn
Pier. 98.
In the figure 98 let e represent the terminal e.m.f. per
phase. Then if x is the internal reactance per phase and r is the
armature resistance per phase it is evident that,
E = e + I Z = e + (i 4 j U ) (r + j x)
o . -1-
= e + ir - ^x + j (ix + i-^r)
Since EQ is the induced e.m.f. it is evident that the resultant
field flux and hence the resultant field m.m.f. must he 90° in ad-
vance of E Q .
The resultant field flux is of course the vector sum of
the armature reactions and the field ampere turns. Again, from
the diagram we see that the angle = angle go and therefore the
following relation must exist.
i x + i]_r
n ' = n (- ==--7- r— J.
e + ir - i±x
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and in order to keep all terns in the proper phase position it is
necessary to •'Trite,
,
i x + i-,r >.
n . = -n ( 7 f— ).
e + lr - i*3E
It i3 now evident that the total m.m.f . impressed on the
field must be the vector sum of jn + n T , and j i-j_ ^ -h i m. If
these two quantities are added it will he found that m i will "be
added to n which is not correct for the diagram. This is due to
the fact that, since, the armature reactions are expressed by i m +
j i1 nip we must express
the field m.m.f. to overcome the armature
reactions by j
2
(i m + j i-i mi), which in reality is rotating the
armature reaction vector through 180°.
The total resultant field is now,
( jn + n' ) - fni + j il ml)
and since n' is always negative it is seen that the shifting com-
ponent of the total field m.m.f. is,
-n' - i m = Xfn 1 + i m)
and the demagnetizing component is jn - j i-j_m-|_ = j(n - i-j_ m-j_) ,
these quantities add if i is a lagging current and subtract if ± l
is a leading current which is the correct action of such armature
currents.
The following problem has been solved by applying the
above theory, two types of machines are used and their field charac
teristics plotted.
100 2300 v. - y - 3-phase.
(1330 v. per phase.) 25 amp. per phase.
Armature reactions 1490 A.T. total.
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C on a tant
3
(per phase)
Definite role
|L = 59.5
m = 40
r a .59 ohms
at. = 5.8 ohms
x = 8.7 ohms
Round rotor,
m - nu = 59.5
r — .59 ohms
i a l s 1,7 ohms
Saturation Curve.
A.T. f
400
1000
2 000
5000
3550
5000
6000
ter
.
700
1470
2060
2300
2700
2900
Keeping the energy current constant vary the wattless
current through the following values, -37.5, -25, 0, 25, 37.5.
Calculate field characteristics and regulation.

161
3O0O
/OOO 2000 3000 4000 6000 6000
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TABIE XVI
e 1330 1530 1330 1330 1550
i 25 25 25 25 25
. 1
-37.5 -25 25 57.5
1 r 17.25 17.25 17.25 17.25 17.25
in XT -217.5 -145.0 145 217.5jl ±
,
e + 1 r - 1-1X-11 1 1564 1492 1347 1202 1120
n 5050 4510 5700 3025 2 780
i x 217.5 217.5 217.5 217 .5 217.5
-25.9 -17.25 17.25 25.9
i x + i]_r 191.6 200. 217.5 234.7 243.4
1 AT
. ID _1_ • <C _L<J
e i- Ir - j i
n ' = -n x a -619 -604 -596 -591 -598
-2231
-I486 1488 2231
i m +1000 +1000 +1000 +1000 +1000
n - iimi 7281 5998 1537
r** t~\
o29
h =fn - iimx) 2 - 10° = 53.0 35 • 15.7 2.36 .28
n* - i m -1619 -1604 -1596 -1591 -1598
c =(n' - i m) 2 - 10°= 2.62 2.57 2.55 2.53 2.56
"b + c 5o.o2 38 . 57 16 .25 4 .89 2 .84
•
D + 7 .45 6.21 4. 03 2 .21 1 .68
1000 x D + c 7450 6210 4030 2210 1680
--total 45 .1 3o .3 25 o5,5 4o .1
tan .222 .267 .431 1.055 3.05
12°31» 14°57' 23°19 '46°0 71°51'

TABliS XVII
e
i
i r
l!3ti
e + i r -
n
i x
i x + i^r
1330
12.5
-37.5
8.52
-217.5
1556
49 60
108.7
-25.9
82.8
1550
12.5
-25
8 • 62
-145
1485
4460
108.7
-17.25
91.5
a
i x + iir
e + i r -
.0532 .0517
n' = -n x a
iimi
i m
n -
-254.0
-2251
500
7191
-275.5
-1488
500
5948
b = (n - iin^) 2 + 10 5
a* — in
2 r
c = fn' - i ra] - 10b
b
-i- c
51.7
-754.0
.584
52.28
35.4
-775.5
.500
56.0
b + c 7.25 5.0
1000 x b + c 7250 6000
-""total 40.2 27.9
tan
1550 1330 1550
12 . 5 12.5 12 .5
25 57.5
8.62 8.62 8.52
145 217.5
1358 .5 1193 1121
5650 5000 2750
108. 7 108.7 108.7
17 .25 25.9
108.7 125.9 134 .5
.0812 .1055 .120
296.5 -315.3 -530.0
1488 2251
500 500 500
3650 1512 519
15 .56 2.286 .269
-795.5 -816.5 -850.0
. 628 .667 .589
13.98 2.955 .958
3.74 1.718 .509
3740 1718 509.0
12.5 27.9 40.2
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TABLE XVIII
e 1330 1330 1330 1330 1330
i
in -37.5 -25 25 37.5
ir
-217.5 -145 145 217.5
e fir- iiXi 1547.5 1475 1330 1185 1112.5
J. jL
n 4940 4430 3600 2950 2700
j 7
*lr . —25 • 9 -17.25 17.25 25.9
i x + i]_r -25.9 -17 .25 17 .25 25 .9
a = - l.*_I-il£_ .0617 .0117 .0145 .0233
e + ir - i-^x
n 1 = -n x a -82.5 -51.8 -42.8 -63.0
-2231 -1488 1488 2231
i m
n — i j_ hij_ AQ 1 P 1 AAP A. AQ
"b = in - ii 1^) * 106 51.4 35.0 13.0 2.14 .22
n' - i m -82 .5 -51.8 -42.8 -60 .0
2
o = (n* - i m) * 10° .0068 .00268 .00183 .004
b + c ri ah 7 1 "X 9 9A
+ C 7 1 79/ . J. I
C
A QP A 1 AAAJ. .'ADO 1 AOA
1 Hon TT "K rXUUJ X D -r C 71 70 on oouu 1 A A A 1 A O A
I total 37.5 25 25 37.5
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XII
CONCLUSIONS
By U3e of the principles set forth in this thesis cal-
culations of the behavior of various electrical machines may be
readily mace. It must, of course, be understood that a complete
study of any one machine is not possible in this thesis.
The behavior of the machines which have been considered
may, however, be studied in greater detail by the proper applica-
tion of the theory as outlined, while the actual work given re-
presents one semesters study in Alternating Current Theory.
m mm.
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